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For many years, the Dispensary overshadowed hospitals in
other ways as well. Becoming one of the Dispensary's "District
Physician" was regarded throughout the 19th century as a crucial
residency experience for any medical student who wanted the build
a future practice in Boston. In addition, Harvard as well as
other Boston medical schools established crucial clinical
relationships with the Dispensary throughout these years that
were essential for teaching and the development of medical
specialties then emerging.
Despite such a favorable position in Boston's medical
community, the Dispensary did pass through significant periods of
change, the first beginning in 1856. By that time the
institution had received a large bequest from Benjamin Dearborn-
an eccentric but brilliant Boston educator, printer, inventor,
and musicologist, to mention only a few of his more visible
interests. With the Dearborn bequest, Dispensary Managers were
at last able to implement a suggestion made by Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes two decades earlier. Holmes, who had served as a District
Physician for a year, urged the Dispensary set up what became
known as a ·~central Office" where patients could come to be
treated much like a modern clinic. such a setting would also
allow young medical students opportunities unavailable elsewhere
to learn practical medicine under the tutelage of experienced
Dispensary physicians.
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Purchase of a property at Bennet and Ash streets in 1856 led
the Dispensary into many other directions, some, perhaps many,
unanticipated. The move prompted the Dispensary to set up a
surgery "department," the first of over a dozen specialties
created in the following several decades. Indeed, by the
beginning of the 20th century, the Dispensary had become the
facility for the poor to visit specialists, while other Boston
institutions that treated the poor and indigent, most notably the
Massachusetts General Hospital and the Boston City Hospital,
tended to attract patients with more generalized needs. A second
development prompted by the 1856 move was that the institution
should be run by medical professionals. Until this time,
decisions were made by a Board of Managers elected, like a modern
corporation, by Dispensary contributors (stockholders} in their
annual meeting. Although the Board remained and served a vital
role in connecting the institution with the general public for
years to come, it appointed its first physician Superintendent,
Dr. John B. Alley, in 1856. For over half a century physicians
were appointed to the position, a factor that undoubtedly
stimulated or at least contributed to the Dispensary's move
toward specialization, clinical innovation, and broader ties with
the profession.
While the Dearborn bequest facilitated these departures,
shifting social and economic changes in Boston would have
compelled the Dispensary to move in new directions in any case.
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As statistics in the TimeLine (See Appendix A) for these years
make clear, Boston was undergoing fundamental alterations
unimaginable only a few years earlier. Starting with the Irish
immigration of the late 1830s and 1840s, the city experienced
eight decades of steady and unrelenting growth and a change of
qemographic character. For two centuries, Boston had remained
remarkably homogeneous and the community was relatively
undisturbed as emigrants favored entrepots further to the south
and west. After 1840 and during the next twelve decades, people
designated as foreign-born or foreign-stock represented more than
a third of Boston's population. The impact of demographic
diversity was perhaps only matched by the environmental
consequences of so many settling on a land-starved peninsula.
The steady flow of immigrants helped transform Boston into a
densely populated city filled with slums and tenements, and a
recognizable group of poor. The new circumstances compelled the
Dispensary, armed with an outdated view of charity, to face an
important set of new challenges.
Under these new pressures, the demand for charitable health
care services quickly outstripped financial resources. For
decades, the Dispensary's expenditures had rarely exceeded
contributions, but as Boston's population swelled and its poor
dwelled ·in more desperate circumstances, even more frequent
appeals for contributions were unable to underwrite the rising
costs. The Dispensary experimented with some financial
reorganization and policy changes, particularly in curbing the
cost of prescriptions. But it was the Central Office clinic
approach that most effectively cut the per patient cost of
service. Within a couple of years, the number of outpatients at
the facility exceeded those visited in the districts; as
statistics in the TimeLine indicate, per patient cost dropped
dramatically to only a small fraction of what it had been a few
years earlier. Not surprisingly, patient load at the Dispensary
rose quickly to offset some of the savings, and soon dwarfed pre
1856 levels. By 1897, for instance, the Dispensary had attended
1,378,845 cases during its first century, but over 91% of them
had involved patients after 1855. Despite the caseload, the
Dispensary entered the 20th century as a financially stable
institution, practicing a wide variety of specialties, engaged in
pioneering medical research, still conducting home care yet
receptive to new forms health care delivery and service. During
the first decade of the new century, for instance, the Dispensary
became only the second medical institution in the country to
begin a social service program, though some might argue that
medical social service had always been an important element, a
mission, of its medical service since Dr. Fleet made his first
house call in the 1790s.
The Dispensary entered a third and final era in 1910 with
the appointment of Michael M. Davis, Jr., as its supervisor.
Davis, a Ph.D-trained economist, became the Dispensary's first
3
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lay administrator, and he helped usher in a remarkably modern
approach to health care issues and concerns. Rather than merely
presiding over the institution as caretaker, Davis broke new
ground on a variety of fronts. He expanded the hours of
operation to reach a new class of patients during evening hours,
campaigned for preventive care, and institutionalized health
related concerns such as nutrition and social work into the
fabric of the Dispensary's activitie·s. Above all concerns,
however, was his advocacy for what today we might call universal
health care. He established modest patient-pay programs that
provided services for an increasing large group of individuals
too poor for private care but beyond the financial threshold of
the Dispensary's traditional patient base. He also worked with
employers to set up programs for their employees. Although Davis
left Boston in 1920, he remained a vigorous writer, researcher,
and spokesman for the dispensary idea and expansion of health
care services for the next five decades.
From today•s perspective, Davis's years as Superintendent
represented the zenith of the Dispensary's influence. The number
of dispensaries and out-patient departments had virtually
exploded in numbers during ~he first two decades of the century,
rising from about 100 in 1900 to 700 only fourteen years later.
Nevertheless, deep change seemed destined to favor the long
dormant hospital. During the previous several decades hospitals
had begun to establish close research and clinical relationships
with medical schools, provide modern and health-safe facilities
to the general public, and above all, gradually drew larger
numbers of paying, middle-class patients to its doors. compared
to a dispensary, the modern hospital ran an expensive service,
but it grew in tandem.with a new and rising middle class that
could afford to pay for it. By the depths of the Depression, the
Boston Dispensary found itself in a financial quandary. The
Dispensary's long and proud tradition.of service had dwindled to
insignificance, and by 1934 its president was forced to tell the
Mayor of Boston that it could no longer be the chief provider of
medical services to Boston's poor and had to curtail free care.
Any significant financial support it received now came from the
Greater Boston community Fund which aided countless other
charitable organizations as well.
Ancient and distinguished dispensaries in other localities
met a similar· fate. In cities like Philadelphia and New York,
they merged with their former rival, the hospital. To its ·
lasting credit and the foresight of its medical professionals,
the Boston Dispensary took another course. While remaining true
to its focus of patient care and service-level research, or.
Joseph H. Pratt (and, soon after, Dr. Samuel H. Proger) embarked
upon creating a Dispensary diagnostic hospital, differentiating
its mission sharply from that of the traditions and culture of a
general hospital. This new facility also provided a steady
stream of income to help support other Dispensary activities.
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at was at first a lO-bed, then a 20-bed facility in the
Dispensary became, by 1938, the physically separate Pratt Clinic,
the largest diagnostic hospital in the world at that time. What
provided the short-term salvation for the Dispensary became the
nucleus and catalyst for a much broader and complex institution
then emerging, the New England Medical Center.
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Other institutions in the Center's history, more modern than
the Dispensary, can be told in briefer fashion, as much in their
tradition and culture is complementary if not similar. The
founding of the Boston Floating Hospital, almost a century after
the Dispensary, represented a unique confluence of religious,
charitable, public health, and medical impulses of the day. Yet
like the Dispensary, these intertwining strains had one broad
purpose--helping the less fortunate of Boston. Founders of the
Floating Hospital responded to religious and charitable
motivations broader than those of a century or even a half
century earlier. Imbued with a Transcendental, a New-Englandized
"social gospel," spirit and tempered by a practical, self-help
philosophy, philanthropy in late 19th-century Boston sought ways
to inspire and multiply good works. Central to this charitable
impulse were the influential writings of Boston minister Edward
Everett Hale. They led to the formation of the Ten Times One
Society, named in honor of his book by the same name, and many
local Lend-a-Hand clubs. Hale and his followers believed, for
instance, that if ten workers for good were multiplied by ten
each year that the whole world would "accept faith, hope, and
love as rules of life" at the end of only 27 years. Hale's Lend
a-Hand organization was the financial angel for Floating during
its formative years.
The Floating's chief founder, Rev. Rufus Tobey, proved to be
an effective social action implementer of ~ale's ideas which he
combined with a curious combination of environmental/public
health beliefs. For decades, many believed in the cleansing, if
not therapeutic, qualities of sea air to ward off poor health and
specific afflictions. To this end, several attempts had been made
to set up a seaside home or hospital which poor sick children and
their mothers could visit during the summer. While these efforts
never gained the needed charitable backing, the idea lingered and
received new and more determined inspiration from Rev. Tobey.
The minister was struck by the spectacle of seeing poor women
standing on the south Boston Bridge on hot summer evenings with
their sick children whom they took there to breathe the cooler
ocean air. Soon Tobey learned of a floating hospital for
children in New York which had operated for more than 20 years.
Shortly thereafter he spearheaded the effort to set up a similar
operation in Boston.
Tobey's chief reason for establishing the Floating Hospital
-to provide poor children a day of refreshing ocean air--was
quickly transformed (almost startling so) into a medical one.
5

While a day's trip around Boston harbor might offer some
temporary relief, the symptoms of children's sicknesses bore, for
the most part, a striking similarity. Most patients suffered
from enteritis or gastro-enteritis illness (cholera infantum)
caused (it would later be shown) by diseased or spoiled milk made
all the worse in summer months by lack of refrigeration, Even
though pasteurization of milk in Boston was still several decades
away, the condition of the children focused on a medical s.olution
to the problem; the effort almost immediately led to building up
of both a clinical and research staff, and to intense and
pioneering studies of milk chemistry and to work on related
health concerns.
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The Floating's early and limited objective was to provide
temporary care on shipboard during summer months. This was soon
expanded in a number of ways. Patients and their mothers were
soon allowed to stay on board in evenings, research activities·
became more permanent in a land-based facility, and care expanded
on-shore ·for a limited number of patients. As horrific as the
accidental burning of the Floating's ship in 1927 was, the
incident also allowed the institution to reconsider its mission
and future direction. The fact that Floating was becoming
increasing so a shore-based, year-round pediatric care
organization, supported by permanent research activities,
emboldened trustees to think anew and eventually decide on
establishing a facility on Boston land. The decline of (GI)
illness attributable to Boston's milk supply, changing pediatric
needs, and growing dependence on larger quantities of more
complicated medical equipment convinced Floating's trustees ~
to return to the sea. Affiliation with the Boston Dispensary and
Tufts Medical School in the late 1920s allowed Floating to pursue
this course more diligently. Soon all of the patients in the
Dispensary's Hospital for Children were transferred into its
care.

~

At about this same time, the Boston Dispensary gave birth to
a new institution, soon called the Pratt Clinic, which would
become, years later, the driving force behind a merged New
England Medical Center. The Clinic remained true to the original
and evolving mission of its parent. By offering diagnostic care,
the Clinic continued one of the Dispensary's original goals of
providing broad service to its patients. As an advocate of
preventive care, the Clinic continued to fulfill institutional
objectives that had been shaped by Dispensary superintendents and
departments for over a century. Possibly the earliest example of
the Dispensary's interest in the latter occurred in 1803 when it
advocated vaccination for small pox in Boston newspapers. By the
twentieth century, however, preventive care had been greatly
advanced by medical research and new technology. To meet the new
challenge, the Dispensary opened its new clinic in 1931. Under
the direction of Dr. Joseph H. Pratt and the financial backing of
William Bingham 2nd, it was at first a modest diagnostic 20-bed
6
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ward; in 1938, less than a decade later, it had become a
physically separate 100-bed facility, making it, as previously
stated, and the largest diagnostic hospital in the world at that
time.
The Pratt Clinic or (as it became known) the New England
Center Hospital provided the nucleus tor today's New England
Medical Center. Unlike either the Dispensary or Floating
Hospital, the Pratt was a patient-paying institution. As the
financial prospects of the Dispensary faded in the 1930s and
1940s, Pratt achieved greater independence. Under the dynamic
medical and administrative leadership of Dr. samuel H. Proger,
the New England Center Hospital developed a distinctive culture
unlike other health care institutions. Proger did lure
physicians and medical researchers from some other Boston
institutions to come by providing them with greater independence
over their work, but perhaps his boldest and most dramatic effort
was in attracting over a half dozen German physicians to come to
Boston and build up the fledgling institution. Proger also
cultivated an entirely new, non-traditional group of wealthy
donors to finance his hospital, especially for a series of
physical expansions between about 1940 and the early 1970s when
he retired. Given the dominance of Harvard Medical School and
its teaching hospitals in the city and the control they held over
traditional sources of financial support, Proger developed a
successful alternative strategy.
Despite this achievement, Prager's facility come late,
comparatively speaking, to general hospital care. Like the
Dispensary itself, it concentrated more on its patients and their
care by physicians than in running a hospital. In its early
years, the New England Center Hospital remained a place where
patients were diagnosed, then sent to other institutions for
surgery or more specialized treatment. Although a surgical wing
was added in the late 1940s and the patient capacity has expanded
five-fold in the decades following completion of the Pratt in
1938, patient-level care and medical research, and a focus on
more effective methods of medical administration have continued
to remain an enduring legacy of these three institutions
following their merger with the Tufts University Medical School
in 1965.
Direction and Purpose of This study
As we have just seen, the history of NEMC and its
predecessor organizations is a fascinating account of almost 200
years of medical care and service in Boston, and provides the
basis for this report and our analysis of historical resources.
This report seeks to identify significant aspects of NEMC's
historical heritage and, in particular, to focus on resources
useful to commemorate two important and approaching milestones,
7
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the Floating Hospital's centennial in 1994 and NEMC's
Bicentennial in 1996.
Staff Interviews
At the beginning of this project, staff members were
interviewed to get a better impression of their own duties, and
their needs and expectations from this study. We interviewed
Kevin Richardson, Lisa LeRoy (and.Carolyn Cooney), Kate Nixon,
and, to see things from a somewhat different perspective, Lynn
Miles and John Thomas from NEMC Development Office, and NEMC
President Dr. Jerome Grossman. While it is both impractical and
unnecessary to discuss all aspects of the interviews here, each
one contributed to a fuller understanding of needs and
opportunities to use history more fully in the years immediately
ahead.
In learning about the duties of individual staff members, it
became more apparent in most cases how NEMC's 200-year history
could be used to enhance their overall responsibilities. Kevin,
for instance, works on several publications and other forms of
communication for internal audiences·. He also consults on
specialized publications for internal groups, such as nurses and
referring physicians. In addition to this, be is beginning to
develop video presentations. While this work is now focused on
patient care issues, it might also be another outlet for NEMC's
history, and possibly for a wider audience. He noted several
important aspects of NEMC's "culture," especially its focus on
patient care, its more decentralized organization and approach to
many matters, and a lingering concern about its corporate
identity, all of which directly relate to its history and
"merged" heritage.
Lisa described a number of other areas where a better
knowledge of NEMC's history might enhance marketing efforts. She
noted, among others, NEMC's interest in and attention to hospital
administrative practices, Dr. Grossman's "entrepreneurial" style
in developing new services for a changing marketplace, a
willingness to experiment with new health care delivery systems,
and a long but not fully known relationship with the local
community near NEMC. one overall concern was to create ways to
distinguish NEMC more clearly from other Boston hospitals. From
a marketing perspective, core activities like research cannot,
clearly separate one hospital from another; when several
institutions also use "New England" in their name, it may be
difficult for the general public to distinguish from among them.
Patient care again emerged as an important NEMC quality, enhanced
by changes at the departmental level in recent years. Finally,
both Lisa and carolyn saw renewed attention on NEMC's history as
a way to publicize among employees the archives, which is under
Lisa's supervision, and, with the two anniversaries so close at
hand, to encourage Center staff to donate historical materials.
8
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From her external focus, Kate Nixon reemphasized themes
first described by Lisa, namely, the growing sense of competition
and lack of clear differentiation among institutions, and
increasing public attention paid to medicine and health care
policy. From her perspective, she sees "visibilityn as more
important than identity of NEMC, and has sought to emphasize the
strengths of the institution, as weli as reportage of news,
whenever possible. Among those strengths are an emphasis on
concern and care of patients, and a belief that NEMC is a
potential leader in health care reform and community preventative
health initiatives. For public relations, history will provide a
focus in 1994 when the Floating Hospital will celebrate its
centennial in a traveling exhibit.
Lynn Miles first emphasized the distinctive character of the
Floating Hospital--its focus on the whole child and family
involvement and participation in care--qualities that again
demonstrate NEMC's present and historic concern with patient
care. She also pointed out its newer focus--a ·strong sense of
innovation, scrappiness, and disinclination to become set in a
common mold. She noted that "innovation" is the tradition that
the Development Office thinks is important. While scientific and
technological research used to be the focus of innovation, the
new innovative impulse of the 1990s, one that NEMC has involved
itself in for years, is in the area of health care management and
how best to provide medical services. Many of these same
sentiments were reiterated by Jack Thomas who was also interested
in learning about interesting people and their achievements in
NEMC's history.
Finally, Dr. Grossman discussed the achievement of important
goals in recent years, especially the development of a full
service academic medical center and a renewed emphasis on
research as demonstrated in a rising clinical research budget.
"By 1992," he noted, "I think we have a clarity of our mission,
our goal, and who we are. We've begun to talk about ourselves
and be sure that the community understands·who we are." Or.
Grossman remarked on how NEMC's history provided powerful
analogies for the present and future. He views the Boston
Dispensary as an "early HMO," .that the transformed Dispensary of
the mid-19th-century was an efficient and effective clinic, and
that the center came ''late to hospital care. 11 He remarked that
"in 1ts history, this place has been more interested in 1ts
·
patients and their care by physicians than in running a
hospital." He also noted other important historical strengths-
involvement with the community in vaccination programs, taking on
European physician refugees in the 1930s, establishing a patient
paying diagnostic clinic to subsidize charity work, and, overall,
an entrepreneurial spirit and an ability to adapt to change
throughout much of the Center's history.
9
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With these thoughts in mind, this report is designed to
respond to two different but compatible objectives. The first is
to identify and describe significant events, personalities,
developments that will provide the basis for history articles in
NEMC publications or for other, related uses. Material in the
TimeLine supplement, for instance, can be used for historical
"facts" articles or columns, while much of the information in
this report discusses issues for use in longer pieces.
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All of the staff interviewees focused on the distinctive
qualities of NEMC that separate it from other institutions.
Patient Care, Health Care Management, Community-Based Health Care
Programs, a Non-Hospital Orientation, and.a host of other
characteristics all have long histories at NEMC. The
introductory essay and material that follows emphasizes many of
NEMC's historical strengths, qualities that NEMC may wish to
stress dur.ing the anniversary years and in its internal and
external communications this decade. Although we cannot
anticipate all the uses that NEMC's history may come to serve in
the years ahead, this Report and TimeLine identify the richest
and most interesting material.
"Historical" Interviews
During the course of this project, we also interviewed a
number of individuals to gain further insight into NEMC's
history, learn about a number of less documented events in its
recent past, discuss candidates for future interviews, and find
out about other historical documentation outside of NEMC's
Archives.
The individuals interviewed included the following: Mrs.
George L. Sargent (6 Oct. 1992); Dr. Jane G. Schaller (6 Oct.
1992; informal and unrecorded); Dr. Jerome P. Kassirer (9 Oct.
1992); Mr. Rob Schadt (13 Oct. 1992; informal and unrecorded);
Dr. and Mrs. Marshall Proger (22 Oct. ·1992); Mr. William
Saltonstall (28 oct. 1992); Miss Geneva Katz (16 Nov. 1992); and
Mrs. George C. Seybolt (2 Dec. 1992, informal and unrecorded),
and David Nathan (8 Dec. 192; informal.and unrecorded).
(Mrs.
Seybolt was involved in a "Founders Day" dinner.in about 1976 and
developed a list of descendants from the Boston Dispensary's
original donors group. She plans to make this list available·
sometime in January 1993.) Except where noted, all interviews
were recorded and will become a part of the NEMC Archives either
as tape recordings or transcriptions. In addition to the tapes,
much of the information from these interviews has been
incorporated, where appropriate, in this Report.
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The purpose of Part II is to focus on what historical
material is relevant for the centennial of BFH and the
Bicentennial of NEMC from among hundreds--literally thousands--of
linear feet of records housed at NEMC and other repositories in
the Boston area. A good institutional archives is planned and
developed to serve very broad purposes and for unanticipated
needs we11 into the future. Therefore, only a fraction of
important material may be needed at any one time or for any one
purpose. In the discussion and listings that follow, our focus
is strictly on materials that will be useful for NEMC and BFH in
the next few years, such as the Exhibit and Supplement to the
Annual Report, as well as important internal, community, and
public relations activities of NEMC Staff.

•

For documents in the NEMC Archives, housed in one large room
on the llth.Floor of 75 Kneeland Street, we have followed
archivist David Nathan's arrangement of materials as outlined in
his detailed inventory, a loose-leaf copy of which is in the
Archives. For our purposes, only a small portion of this
material is important, but it will be identified by subject
matter and archival box as arranged by the archivist.
Of course, not all NEMC-related material is conveniently
found in the NEMC Archives. In fact, some of it has been
deliberately removed. In June 1986, records of the Boston
Dispensary between 1796 and 1910 were physically deposited in the
Rare Book Room at the countway Library of Medicine. Other
relevant material, generated by individuals or institutions
associated with NEMC or its predecessor organizations, can be
found in various collections in outside repositories. The task
of finding such sources requires sifting through large quantities
of material, much of it unrelated to NEMC 1 s history, in search of
relevant documents. As exhaustive as such a search can become,
we have uncovered some interesting and highly important material
in other repositories.
NEMC Archives
General Printed Records (Bookshelf):
This bookshelf contains copies of histories·(including the
two 19th-century histories of the Dispensary by Lawrence and
Greenleaf), a variety of publications, and miscellaneous volumes,
dissertations, and other historical information (more or less).
Although none of the publications, especially the annual reports
of the Boston Dispensary, Floating Hospital, and Pratt Clinic-New.
11

England Center Hospital, are complete sets, those for the
Dispensary may be particularly useful. In 1904 and for years
afterward, -Dispensary annual reports included photographs of its
facilities, staff, and patients, and after 1910 When Michael
Davis became Superintendent, the reports also included
interesting poster art on important public health themes of the
day. Furthermore, Davis's reports ~re very good discussions of
issues confronting the Dispensary and health care. Among the
more interesting illustrative material in these reports are the
following:
1905:
1908:

1911:

1912.:
1915:

1917:
1918:
1919:

Photograph of Dispensary "admitting clerk";
Photographs of "Main Hall, 11 building addition,
and a crowded "throat and nose department";
Marvelous picture of a District Physician on his
rounds (with his visiting nurse and many
children), a map of district boundaries, and
main and adjoining Dispensary buildings;
Three versions of Dispensary facility, map of
Dispensary districts, and copy of Holmes's
famous letter;
Director's report on ethnic mix of patients;
poster (on back of report) entitled "The
Vicious Circle of Sickness-Suffering
Poverty," another of "Follow-up System" {no
patient follow-up is "wasted work");
Another poster on dispensaries;
Many excellent photographs of Dispensary used;
also a poster on nutrition on back cover;
"Health is the best Wealth" poster on back
cover;

In the few issues of the Boston Dispensary Quarterly among this
material, there is some additional poster-type artwork. The
Winter 1914 issue, for instance, features "The Economics of
Social Service supervision of a Baby" and "The CUre of Disease is
a Public Necessity. The Prevention of Disease is a Public
Economy."
File Drawers: Slides and Photographs
NEMC Archives contain a wealth of slides and photographs
made at random times earlier this century. Among the most
promising are the following:
Slides:
BFH UV treatment for rickets, ca. 1923
BD Administration Area, 1945
Pratt Building entrance, ca. 1938
X-Ray Department, ca. 1920
BFH Kitchen, 1925
BD Pharmacy and 2 child patients, 1939
12

BD Research Committee, 1928, which included Dr. Hinton
BFH patient leg in traction, 1925, orthopedic frame, c.
1925, diatherm treatment, ca. 1923
BFH patients being checked on board, ca. 1906 (several)
BFH milk bottling lab, ca. 1906
BFH drying of human milk, ca. 1924
BD laying of cornerstone of center Building, 1931 (2)
BFH on-shore X-Ray Department, 1920
BD various medical staff portraits, 1937
BFH X-Ray treatment for whooping cough, n.d.
BFH second ship, n.d.
BFH first and second ship together, 1906
BFH $huttle car, 1924
BFH naked toddlers on sundeck, ca. 1920
BD sign of the Good samaritan (very dark; sign needs
cleaning)
BD Children's Medical Clinic, ca. 1911
BD social worker interviewing mother with child, ca.
1911
BD Dental Clinic, ca. 1914
BD patients about to enter building, ca. 1910
BD home visit,' ca. 1920
BD Eye Clinic, ca. 1914
BD crowd of patients in Admitting Room, 1916
BFH young girl at easel in playroom, ca. 1959
BD Peale portrait of Benjamin Dearborn
BD Pharmacy window staff, ca. 1939 (from inside)
BD children's ward, 64 Tyler street, 1911
BD District Physicians on rounds, 1911
NEMC Dr. Richard c. Talamo
BFH various poses of the second ship
Pratt Building and Bennet street, 1938
Pratt Building entrance, 1938
BFH ship anchored off Boston Light, 1909
BFH children on Jackson Building sundeck, ca. 1950,
also 1932
BFH patien~s and their mothers at On-Shore Department,
ca. 1925
BFH ship ward, various photographs, ca. 1909
Dr. Samuel H. Proger
Rev. Rufus Tobey holding infant, ca. 1900
Farnsworth Building, 1949
BD Subscribers' Agreement, 1796 [where is original?]
BFH kindergarten class, ca. 1906, ca. 1925
BFH ship house staff, ca. 1909
BFH group portrait ship nurses, 1924, 1926
BD laboratory, ca. 1940
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Photos:
BD
BD
BD
BD

mothers and babies, ca. 1916
adult patients, ca. 1914
Admissions waiting room, ca. 1940
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat Department, March 1927
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BD blank Dispensary ticket, early 19th century (good
photo)
BD row of eye patients, ca. 1914
BFH bottling of mother's milk in food lab, ca. 1906
BFH various ward and admitting area photos, ca. 1900
1920
BFH Barge Clifford being towed out, ca. 1899
BFH patients, nurses, and ship crew, ca. 1903 (very
good)
·
BD Medical Staff before Pratt opens (ca. 1937)
BD Research committee, Jan. 1928: Drs. Joseph J,
Skirball, Joseph H. Pratt, William N. Hinton;
bottom: Drs. William Dameshek, Russell L.
Splaine, and Austin W. Cheever
BD patients coming to Dispensary (from around a
corner), ca. 1914
BD Massage Clinic, ca. 1910
BD patients waiting in line at Pharmacy window, ca.
1914
BFH Diatherm treatment for pneumonia at On-Shore
Department, ca. 1923
BFH ultra violet ray treatment, Dr. Laurence E. smith
and nurse, 1923
BD tea time in the kitchen of the Dispensary's Food
clinic, 1924
BD nutrition education class for children, Food
Clinic, ca. 1930
BD Children's ward, ca. 1924
BD x-ray room, Black mother and child, n.d.
BFH mothers and children in dining hall, ca. 1906
BFH children's lunch, served by volunteers, ca. 1925
BFH nursing crew, 1908, ca. 1920, 1926
BFH ship crewmen, ca. 1906
BFH medical crew, 1925 (includes 2 women)
BFH on-Shore Department, with mothers and prams, and
ice on road, ca. 1923
Hiss Abbie Dunks, n.d.
Center Building, cornerstone laying ceremony, 1931
BFH ship's laundry room, ca. 1925
BFH milk bottling photo (another), ca. 1906
Jacob Ziskind, portrait (by William Franklin Draper)
BFH ship with ship in front, ca. 1906
Dr. Samuel Proger at desk, n.d.
BD Surgical Department, ca. 1904
BD Main Hall (showing entire operation), ca. 1908
BFH On-Shore Department with children and mothers, ca.
1925
Pratt Building cornerstone ceremony, 1937 (12 people
including Dr. Samuel Proger)
BFH open air ward, 1909
BFH child posing in life preserver, 1914
BD home visit, Dec. 1929 (BD physician and Tufts
14
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medical student)
Dr. Joseph H. Pratt, portrait by Bachrach (copy of
original photo)
Dr. Robert s. Schwartz, Hematology Department, 1966
Cameron and Mrs. Biewend at unveiling of portrait in
Biewend Building, 1980
Drs. Pratt and Proger at Farnsworth Building, opening
day, 26 May 1949
.
BD sister brings her anaemic brother to the Dispensary,
ca. 1910
Biewend, Pratt, Farnsworth building exteriors
David Eberhart, Executive Director, ca. 1974
Frank Wing, ca. 1960
View of the Washington Street side of Proger and Tufts
Dental buildings shortly after occupancy, ca. 1973
Frances Stern, ca. 1940
Dr. Joseph H. Pratt, portrait painting, n.d.
Dr. Joseph H. Pratt with others (very good), 1937
Dr. Samuel H. Prager, 1953, 1970, 1929, 1980(?)
Or. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr., steel engraving, ca.
1840
Geneva Katz, during construction of new Floating
wing,ca. 1981, also another
Earl s. Tupper, n.d.
Dr. Sydney s. Gellis with baby, 1981
Dr. George B. Farnsworth, oil portrait, n.d.
William Bingham 2nd, playing his violin during a
benefit for Gould Academy, Bethel, Maine, ca.
1920s
Private room, Pratt Diagnostic Hospital, 1938
BFH nurses watching babies in cribs, ca. 1909
Pratt nurse caring for a patient in an iron lung, n.d.
BFH various photos of children's room, ca. 1960
BD men and women outside building, ca. 1930
Dr. Joseph Pratt's patient on roof top recovering from
TB, 1912, 1910
Emmanuel Church TB class, ca. 1910
Group portrait of TB class, ca. 1910

I
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Xeroxes:
BD waiting room rush, ca. 1959
Washington Street-Bennet Street area, ca. 1900
Subway construction in NEMC area, ca. 1900
Photographs of Mrs. George Sargent, Dr. Jean Mayer, Dr.
samuel Prager, Mr. Cameron Biewend
Files (continued):
narrow gray filing cabinet
This file (arranged by drawer, i.e., D11, 012, etc.)
contains mostly modern (1970s, 1980s) material, with sonie
exceptions:
15
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All negatives, some taken from NEMC publications
perhaps as far back as the 1950s

D12

Photographs and xeroxes of other people significant to
NEMC's history:
BFH Children's playroom and Jimmy Durante
BFH new Floati~q hni.!_ding,.1982
Others: samlle Adam~ Dr, Edwin Astwood, Willi~
Bingham 2nd, Dr. William Dameshek, Mr. Sidney
Davidson, Dr. Alice Ettinger, Mr. David Eberhart,
various pictures of Ms. Geneva Katz, Ralph Lowell,
Robert Meserve (not very good), Edward Hanify,
Paul Perkins, Harry Posner, various pictures of
Dr. Samuel Proger with other people, John Quarles,
Dr. Thannhauser, Mr. Richard Vigeurs, Dr. Louis
Weinstein;
Topical pictures: including aerial photos, maps,
buildings; also various activities, including the
Home care Service, ca. 1950s

D13

Half-way into .this classification are photos arranged
by department or specialty; e.g., anniversaries and
special events, Dermatology, Dietary Services; some
are historical such as BFH Admitting, 1894-1927, 1927
1965; some drawings such as horse-drawn dispensary
wagon cartoon

D14

Hospital design drawings, seamen on BFH ship (about 5
different photos), various "special events" photos,
building interiors

D15

More photographs of people, some very good, but only
back to 1950 at the earliest; numerous pictures of
Frances Stern.

I
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Larger, Miscellaneous Documents (shelves on right wall of
Archives Room): Of particular interest are:
BFH Picture book [1950s]: includes information about polio
years, pioneering children's surgery
NECH Scrapbooks for 1954-1956, 1955-1957, 1958-1960, 1961
1962
Also scrapbook for Ziskind dedication, 21 May 1959
i

!

Artifacts Boxes:

nothing of interest

Audio/Visual Boxes:
(Box 1)

nothing of interest, except for Proger tape

Sound Recordings: again nothing of interest, except possibly
interview with Herman Field, and several building
dedication ceremonies
16
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over-sized Materials Boxes:
Box 1:

BFH Incorporation Certificate, 1901 (2 copies)

Box 2:

BFH colored postcards (look great), little watercolor
of BFH Ship (excellent), and pen and ink of on board
scene (very good)

Box 3:

Covers primarily the 1950s-1960s, including photos of
medical staff in group pictures

Box 4:

BFH Move Day, 1982; BFH staff, 1909; BFH exterior of
ship, etc.

'
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BD Materials:
Box

1:

Memoir with.photographs of BD clinics by Christine
Rose, ca. 1916 (very good): pictures of Russian,
Jewish, Syrian, Polish, and Greek patients; possibly
one of superintendent Michael Davis;
Ellen Emerson, "A Dispensary Day," poem, 1919, gives an
intimate impression of life at the Dispensary;
Also several published and unpublished articles:
Michael Davis, "The BD in Perspective," MS typescript,
ca. 1960s, which among other points mentions that group
practice came late to New England as a national region;
Frank E. Wing, "Pay Clinics," New England Journal of
Medicine, 203 (6 Nov. 1930, no. 19,920-927, includes
costs and receipts at BD, 1913-1929; ibid., "Diagnostic
Clinics--In Patient and out Patient," Hospitals, Jan.
1940, regarding the Pratt Clinic, its architecture and
room design; ·
BD social service Dept., First Report, April 1911, with
much about TB problems of the day;
Michael Davis, Address at opening of BD Hospital for
Children, 7 Feb. 1912; in the talk, Davis remarks that
"A bad tenement house can kill a baby as well as a .
diphtheria germ";
Materials concerning ground breaking, and purpose of
BFH Jackson Building, 1930-1931;
BD course listings for medical laboratory technicians,
1951-1952, 1954, 1963-1964
BD Annual Reports, 1911-1915, 1916-1921, 1922-1963
17
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(many are small leaflets from the 1920s onwards):
Reports for 1962 and 1963 contain many good photos
BD miscellaneous publications, such as: Frank E. Wing,
Medical Care of the sick in their Homes (1940)
"Dispensary Digest," 1959-1962
Newspaper Releases, 1949-1954, 1954-1955, 1956, 1957,
and 1958
Box 2:

BD Managers Minutes, 1910-1963

Box 3:

some related documents to Box 2 materials

Box 4:

Room-by-room inventory, 1953
BD Rules and Regulations, 3 vols. (fees, policies,
etc.)
BD Policies (before 1960, 1962-1963)

Box 5:

Subscriber sheets, contributors lists, wills and
bequests,' all probably of little interest;
BD building fund scrapbook (for Rehabilitation
Institute), includes a Boston Herald cartoon
showing principal players at BD in 1955
Rehabilitation Institute scrapbook, 1954-1957
BD Scrapbooks, 1911-1934, 1946-1947

Boxes 6 Various department files; NEMC legal agreements, etc.
13:
(see Archives inventory for special materials; all of
very marginal value for current purposes) . Box 12
appears to be missing.
BFH Materials
Box 1:
1930s

Legal records from 1931; correspondence, mid
to mid-1950s; Board minutes, 1922-1932, 1962-1965;

Box 2:

2 looseleaf binders of lectures re: infant health
problems by Dr. John Lovett Morse, et al., given in
1916 and 1918;
Wills and bequests; CPA Reports, 1950s-1964, and some
summary financial records (with little material for
period, this may be helpful in understanding what is
taking place at BFH);
stationery at time shows BFH ship near Boston Light
(nice logo);

Box 3:

BFH Annual Reports, 1900-1927, 1933-1943, 1951 (some
18
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are apparently missing)
Interview with Lewis J. Freeman, 1933 (unfortunately,
disappointingly slim); memoir of Henry Brainerd, 1901
1941 (not very enlightening);
Newspaper clippings books,. 1948-1949, 1963 (latter
includes information about the beginnings of "family
participation units");

\.
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Box 4:

..

On the whole, BFH materials are very disappointing because of
long and wide gaps in information. Still, there are ways to
overcome this deficiency.

i

More scrapbooks, 1939-1950, "July 1955 ." and 1959-1961

Bingham Associates Fund Materials:
Box 1:

A wide variety of historical materials, although the
story of BAF is well told in a number of secondary
accounts;

Box 2:

complete MS from Or. Jean curran's tapes on history of
BAF; BAF history notes; notes about William Bingham 2d;
collection of many Proger articles;

Box 3:

BAF Program News, late 1940s-1950s; also Bulletin NEMC

Boxes 46; sm.
box

Primarily annual reports and related information

Proger Papers:
Box 1:

Arranged by various topics·, often speeches or articles;
and also by person, such as colleagues and patrons;
there is, for instance, much on colleagues Astwood (2
folders) and the two Schwartz's;

Boxes
2-4

Bibliography by year; notes and copies of his articles;
takes on a more alphabetical character in Boxes 3-4;

Box 5

Some so-called "historical" files; letters received,
1930-1948, going back to days in Heidelberg; much
Tupper correspondence (2 folders);

While all other material in NEMC was surveyed and sampled, little
of it was deemed relevant for Centennial and Bicentennial
purposes. Among the exceptions, however, were documents from
19
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NEMC Public Affairs, Social Services Department (BD Period), and
Frances Stern Nutritional Center. Items of special interest are
noted below:

i

NEMC Public Affairs Materials:
Of significance are Boxes 1-3 which include BD scrapbooks,
marked 1927-, to 1942, an~ to 1954;

'
!'
'

Social Services Department:
Box 1:

Reports (very good)
Pediatric social service, 1940-1963
Early papers on medical social service, ca. 1912
District work, 1937 (good examples of the kind of work
social services did)

Boxes
2-6:

Social services records (cards), alphabetized by
patient; potentially interesting historical case
histories could be derived from this material

Box 7:

Typescript cqpy, "A History of BD Social Services
Department, 1908-1965," 18 pp. which concentrates
on early years; also Janet Wein, 11 70 Years of
Social Service at Tufts-N.E. Med. Center,"
typescript, dated 20 Oct. 1978

Box 8:

Records, ca. 1970s, some folders "highlights of
by year

Boxes
12

Patient files, some rather full, again useful in
helping to describe what department did

II
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summary: While the Archives contain the records of other
departments, few are as historically full or as interesting as
these. Furthermore, BD had one of the two earliest social
service departments in the country (probably the oldest
continuous operation if one takes into account the work of BD's
Visiting Physicians back to 1796). This work tells us much about
NEMC and its predecessor within the context of the local Boston
community.
Frances Stern Nutritional Center:
These four
accounting
historical
nearly all

boxes of material contain probably the fullest
of a single activity within NEMC. To cite only the
relevant material would necessarily require listing
the materials. Among the most significant, however,

are:

Box 1:
'

An early history of the Food Clinic, prepared for a
White House Conference in 1930;
Various articles on what the Food Clinic did, such as

I

'
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"Process in the J<itchen," Consumers Guide, Dec.
1943, 1~-14 which shows Clinic's workings;
Books and in-house publications on foods eaten by
foreigners {that is, recent immigrants)
Box 2:

Personal letters, biographical sketches, and
biographical information about Frances Stern (very
good)

Box 3:

Articles and pamphlets by, clippings about, and talks
given by Frances Stern; also numerous copies of
works authored or co-authored by her

Box 4:

Loose-leaf binders of Clinic.educational materials,
material about the South End Diet Kitchen {from
1907; for early material consult Archives Guide);
director's reports, 1921-1934
Non-Archived Records at NEMC

Three important artifacts significant to NEMC's history are
currently on display in the Board Room. These objects are: The
original signboard of the Boston Dispensary, "The Good
Samaritan," by John Johnson, 1797; the portrait of Benjamin
Dearborn, by Rembrandt Peale, 1828; and the portrait of Rufus B.
Tobey, by S.A. Fairbanks, 1888. Outside the Board Room in the
Proger Foyer is a wood bas-relief sculpture of "'l'he Good
samaritan" given to the Dispensary by Dearborn's estate in the
1830s. The only significant undiscovered, or yet-to-be
discovered, artifact/document is the original 1796 statement of
purpose, "the rules and regulations," a printed document signed
by the original donors. David Nathan suggests that it may still
be in David Trull's office.
Several years ago, or. Jane G. Schaller began a modest
project to write a history of the Floating Hospital. The results
of this endeavor included some research work (concentrating on
the 1890s), several interviews (some transcribed), and a draft
history manuscript. This manuscript, written by Dr. John Bowers,
carries BFH's history to the burning of the ship (1927), but
really covers only the first decade of Floating's history. This
collection of material, about 200 pages in length and including a
long compendium of research notes, and some printed material·
related to the history, is all that Dr. Schaller apparently has.
However, a reading of the material suggests several interview
transcriptions and some research notes are missing. These may
have been lost in a move. Aside from the research work on Boston
newspapers in the 1890s and the interviews, little of this
material is original.
One of the more perplexing discoveries made while examining
21
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the NEMC Archives was a lack of important material from the
Boston Floating Hospital. The Archives contains only several
volumes of BFH's Board of Trustee minutes--for 1922-1932, and
1962-1965. Trustee records may have begun as early as 1894, but
probably not until the incorporation of Floating in 190L· This
still leaves wide gaps of 20 and 30 years between then and the
merger with NEMC in 1965. According_ to Geneva Katz, the trustee
records were physically removed from BFH for some time when they
were borrowed by Ropes & Gray during the merger discussions in
the mid-1960s. There is reason to believe that not all of the
volumes were returned. Since little other material for these
"gaps" has survived, a renewed effort should be undertaken by
NEMC to determine whether these records can be found among Ropes
& Gray•s- case/client files.
Several interviewees suggested ~hat Dr. Sidney Gellis has
some historical materials related to the Floating Hospital's
history, including perhaps information (a "green book," in
particular) covering the time gaps described above.
Rob Schadt's historical illustrations in the Educational
Media Center contain no'original images, but are duplicates of
often-used photographs already housed in the NEMC Archives. The
Archives collection should be consulted first for the breadth and
depth of the collection, but very likely he can supply a copy of
a sought-after photograph from the slides in the Education Media
Center's collection. The Center's greatest strengths are
photographs of NEMC events during the last 20 to 30 years, images
that are not likely available in the Archives. Their earliest
photographs reach back to about the time of the construction of
the Farnsworth Building (completed in 1949). Its strength,
however, is in the period after 1960, especially after color
photography is well established. Photos of building openings,
such as the Floating wing in 1982, and other ceremonies are
especially good.
Are there any outstanding groups of NEMC records (and those
of predecessor organizations) not in the NEMC Archives? Aside
from one exception noted in the following section, there is no
definitive answer to this question. However, former archivist
David Nathan is quite confident that probably all historical
records that still exist have been located, except for those
generated in the last three years and also records associated,
with the various medical departments. He bases this on his own
experience of examining about 200 pallets of material kept in a
NEMC warehouse storage facility in the 600 block of Summer
Street, South Boston, and materials he uncovered at NEMC over
approximately seven years.
'
He seemed to be unaware of any other storage warehouses and
possible there are not any more, but other interviewees also
mentioned warehouses, including one thought to be on Lincoln
22
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street. The most likely person to know for sure if and where
additional records might be kept appears to be John Manzo.
David did raise an important and intriguing idea worthy of
consideration and investigation. Since medical department
records share a divided ownership between Tufts and NEMC, it
might be worth exploring the posaiblity of working with Tufts to
move these records to the NEMC Archives. Since Tufts University
dismantled its archives operations in Medford.several years ago,
there is apparently an archives "vacuum" throughout the whole
institution. This seems to be a particularly appropriate time to
begin efforts to convince the Medical School that those records
(many of which might be stored in a warehouse in the 400 block of
Summer Street, South Boston) ought to come the NEMC Archives.
Patient records was another and related category touched upon.
Here again, many have not been collected (except for the Social
Service Department) because of potential "turf" battles between
NEMC and Tufts Medical School. While what legal-regulatory rules
might apply to them is not certain at this time, what is clear is
that they provide important information for medical researchers
and should be kept and archived on a regular, routine basis.

23

Records in Other Boston Repositories
Countway Library of Medicine
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Outside of the Center's Archives, the Rare Book Room of the
countway Library of Medicine contains the best collection of NEMC
materials. The following listing is"divided into two parts, pre1910 Boston Dispensary documents and all other NEMC-related
records:

i

Boston Dispensary Materials, 1796-1910:

!

I
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In 1986, NEMC divided its collection of Boston Dispensary
manuscripts in two, depositing (with few exceptions) all
materials written or printed prior to 1910 with the Countway
Library. These papers provide a variety of detail about the
early Dispensary--its administrative, staff, fiscal, and legal
activities, and publications. Those that contain new or unusual
information, give us a sense of life at the Dispensary or how it
operated are, however, relatively few in number. The following
list takes this into account and is arranged by archive box
number and descriptive title:
Box 1:
Miscellaneous correspondence:
Letter of complaint, 1860, about a Visiting Physician
who did not come;
"Belknap" letter, 5 May 1790, regarding establishing a
fund to set up a dispensary in Boston from a
Philadelphian;
Various letters regarding wooden "Good Samaritan" sign,
other early artifacts, and the Peale portrait of
Benjamin Dearborn;
Dispensary receipts for annual contributions;
Salary receipts, give indication of what physicians
did;
1812 Letter from Board urging restriction of wine
published as a circular to physicians (printed
doc.);
Correspondence:
Physicians to Board, 1812, J. Bigelow on behalf of
staff regarding "no wine" policy (other non
Dispensary physicians prescribe it, so why not
us?);
Letter to Board, 1830, regarding "too many" physicians
and medical students, and treatment of "unworthy"
patients [letter from subscriber?];
1833 Petition of physicians for uniformity of records;
1833 Standard nomenclature for use of physicians
(Printed Doc.);
24

Henry J. Bigelow letter, 1855, regarding physicians'
salary;
1844 Board recommends scarification over leeches [this
document is missing from its folder; the curator,
Mr. Wolf, has been notified that it is missing];
1844 Board to Physicians, and Reply to this subject;

I
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Executive Committee Report, 1864, recommending the
establishment of a VD Clinic at the Boston Dispensary
because "no place in Boston treats [patients]
systematically," signed by Or. Henry I. Bowditch;
Miscellaneous Notes: Records in this box show that
Contributors• and Managers' meetings in the early 19th
century were not held at the Dispensary, but in the hall of
the Massachusetts Bank, the predecessor of today's Bank of
Boston. These records also show that the Dispensary
actually paid rent for three apothecaries--at 109 Washington
Street in the 1840s, 3 Summer Street in the 1850s, and a
"House" on Maverick Street in East Boston. Finally, based
on the earliest entries of the Board minutes, the "first"
meeting of the Dispensary occurred on either 1 or 2
September 1796. Until now, the 11 September meeting has
been regarded as the earliest one of known date.
Box 2:
Inventory of Boston Dispensary, 1900 (for insurance
purposes) provides details about rooms, equipment, and
furnishings in the Dispensary's general rooms. Equipment at
the time included cuspidors, ice stand, and 16 fire pales.
A second inventory covers items in clinical departments and
pharmacy.
Box 3:
Excellent examples of subscribers tickets, some engraved
with "Good Samaritan" logo, and others very plain; about
half a dozen different styles over about 60 years;
List of descendants of the original subscribers made in
1918;
Receipts:
Bill for printing wine vouchers, 1800 [regrettably no
voucher, however]
signboard painting, 1802;
Bill for truss, 1805;
Nursing, Margaret Perkins, at $2 a week, 1814;
Miscellaneous bills for interior furnishings at new
Dispensary, 1856;
New Furnishings, 1883,.for new Dispensary building;
25
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Miscellaneous Notes: This box of material indicates that
the Dispensary spent much time and money for legal/
investigatory fees to make certain it received the Dearborn
bequest.
Box 4:
Treasurers• Reports: Most material here is of little
interest. Documents show, however, that Dispensary paid a
federal income tax during the Civil War and property tax to
the City of Boston in the late 19th century.
Box 5:
John Fleet's First Report regarding his 80 patients (Jan.
1797 to 1798). This is the first physician's report,
followed, especially in the early 19th century, with many
more by Visiting Physicians, which are among this material.
Torn Document, but very good and short.
Draft report, 1830,' and letter regarding abuse of charity by
patients [Dr. T.W. McKean];
Miscellaneous note regarding physicians• annual reports
contained in this box of materials: Most are usually only
statistical accounts of what went on in their district
during the previous year. Beginning in about 1831 or 1832,
some District Physicians begin to attach socio-economic
information, such as ethnicity and drinking habits, about
the patients to their report. Most of this statistical
information is consolidated elsewhere, so the reports, by
themselves, are not so significant. What is far more
interesting are letters from the Visiting Physicians which
describe conditions in their districts. The most revealing
are the ones that follow:
Dr. E. Buck resigns and observes that there is an
"abuse" of charity among patients and comments on
Irish patients, 1841;
Dr. Francis Tuckerman resigns, describes the extent of
his district work, and complains that the Irish in
many cases are not impoverished and should not'get
free aid, 1841;
Dr. J.H.W. Lane resigns, thinks the ticket system is
not good for physicians or patients, 1843;
Dr. Henry Thayer makes observations about patients and
observes that few of them expect medicine: 11 in
pursuance of your instructions, I have invariably
26
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refused to furnish medicine to those who seemed
able to supply themselves," 1845;
Dr. Joshua Sharpe resigns as he was "poisoned
while rendering medical aid";
Dr.

I

...

c.w.

Moore, resigns, and describes the large number
of patients and amount of work he has done as a
District Physician, 1857;

Dr. Luther Parks, Jr., also resigns, comments on the
"deserving" American poor, etc., 1850;
So that these letters do not creat a wrong impression, District
Physicians, about a dozen in number by this time, were not
eligible to serve more than three years. As was customary, they
formally resigned when their terms were up, and occasionally
provided glimpses of their practice in their resignation letters.
Box 6:
Vintners Accounts,' 1813-1816, Thomas Dennie's account in
attractive handwriting;
Thomas Bartlett, itemized accounts for medicine, 1798-1800
(bulky, not easy to manage, document);
Robert Fennelly, Northern District Apothecary, letter
regarding need for greater compensation and
acknowledgement of reappointment as apothecary, 1803;
Apothecary bills and lists of patients (of little interest);
Apothecaries Robert Fennelly, W.B. White, and T. Wakefield
request greater compensation, 1818;
Thomas Dennie, Vintner's Account, 1818: better copy than
above; has not bled through; besides wines, gin is on
the bill;
Apothecary reports, like District Physician reports, are
usually only statistical and dull; occasionally, there
are interesting glimpses of their work, such as
expenses for sponges, trusses, "vessary[7]," "European
Leeches, " etc. ;
Oddly enough, almost a dozen vintner bills appear in the
1850s, long after the practice of supplying wine for
medicinal purposes was supposed to have ended; among
the items purchased were "fine old port, Sicily
,
Madeira, old brown sherry, brandy, some rye whiskey,"
and "pine apple Holland gin";
Six bills, 1850-1855, for leeches;
"Apothecary Report--Inventory of stock & Furnishings 1856
(by C.K. Whipple[)]" gives a thorough accounting of the
Dispensary's supplies;
"Furniture & Stock of the Boston Dispensary, Sept 30th
1855, 11 4 large blue pages listing everything in the
Dispensary; another one, dated 30 June 1856, also on
27

blue paper, is perhaps a better copy;
.Bills for leeches, 1859-1861;
Vintner's bills (still!), 1860-1862;
First printed formulary used in the Boston Dispensary, 1
copy, 1862; 3 other copies, n.d.;
More vintner's bills, 1874-1879;
Copy of bill, a receipt for "US Pharmacoepia,n 1877, shows a
fine engraving of the Old Corner Bookstore at t~e time,
which was once the site of the Dispensary;
Book summarizing prescriptions, etc.
Box 7:
copy of Columbian centinel, 24 June 1797, regarding the
Dispensary;
Dispensary Scrapbook, March 1911-21.May 1913--important and
very thorough, and includes:
stories about new children's ward, Feb. 1912;
speeches by Dispensary physicians;
n·ews stories about TB in Boston and Dispensary's role;
"Medical Trust" at Harvard Medical School;
"Score of City-sick Children cured by Eight Weeks' Life
on Lexington Farm," 27 June 1912;
Ibid., 1 oct. 1913-[1 April 1919]--very thorough for period,
and includes:
articles about the new Evening Clinic;
volunteer efforts and fund drives

I

Another for period from about 1900 to 1906, includes many
newspaper articles about the Dispensary
Another for period from 1921 with no precise end date,
centers on Dispensary fund drives;
one final Dispensary Scrapbook, 1 Dec. 1923-20 Sept. 1927,
focuses primarily on fund drives, showing how important
they have become by this time; also translations of
articles about the Dispensary written in foreign
languages;
Some good internal photos of the Dispensary appear in
an article in this source, written by Fannie Marie
Whitman, "Teach Health Games to Children Waiting
in Clinics," Nature's Health, VI (Nov. 1924), no.
11, 747-749, 816.

I
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Other NEMC-Related Material from Countway Collections:
Besides Dispensary materials, Countway has other collections
of papers useful in learning about the Dispensary or its
28

physicians. Among them are the following, with archive reference
numbers and brief descriptions:
Much material, especially separate letters written ca. 1954,
regarding Dr. Joseph H. Pratt and his "thought control"
classes, clinical work, applied psychology classes, 50th
anniversary of his group therapy· work, and related subjects;
(William Gray, Sec.] to Henry w. Williams, 5 Oct. 1849, on
verso is printed abstract from reports of visiting
physicians of the Dfspensary (B MS mise P. L.) ;
Dr. James Jackson, list of patients in the Boston Dispensary
middle district, under the care of James Jackson from 15
Nov. 1802 to 15 Nov. 1803; list of diagnosis and outcome of
patients treated by Jackson (H MS c 8.4);
Dr. Henry Ingersoll Bowditch to Dr. Francis H. Brown, 9 Nov.
1873 (B MS c 75.9, 2 pp.);
Dr. Zabdiel Boylston Adams (1829-1902), describing
interesting reminiscences of a long professional life, 6
March 1894 {H MS c 49.4, 29 pp.);
Dr. Daniel Dudley Gilbert to James Edward Wright, 5 June
1866, describing his medical practice and service as a
Dispensary District Physician (H MS c 601.2, 2 pp.);
William R. Lawrence (Dispensary Manager] to Dr. George
Cheyne Shattuck, 1 Nov. 1858, agreeing to let Shattuck's
students attend at the Dispensary (B MS misc.);

I

Dr. Joseph Hersey Pratt to Dr. George c. Shattuck, 10 July
1945, a friendly letter in which Pratt explains his
cheerfulness and success in medicine in spite of
unpopularity and active opposition; also discusses growth of
the Dispensary during the previous twenty years (H MS misc.,
3 pp.);
Gideon French Thayer to Dr. James Jackson, [early 19th
century], regarding the Dispensary (H MS c 8.2);
Countway has only one entry for the Boston Floating
Hospital, n.d., a card for patients with rules and
directions on verso (B MS misc.).
countway has collections of personal papers of physicians
associated with the Boston Dispensary, especially in the 19th
century. However, no relevant materials, except in some cases
letters of application to the Dispensary, were found among the
papers of the following individuals:
29
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Buckminster Brown
John Homan
John Collins Warren
Jacob Bigelow
John G. Coffin
Samuel Cabot
James G. Shattuck
Francis Minot
David W. Cheever
Morton Prince

Oliver Wendell Holmes
James Jackson
Asa Bullard
Gamaliel Bradford
Pliny Hayes
Edward Warren
Henry Bowditch
Benjamin B. Appleton
Daniel Slade
E. Whitney Black

More success was achieved in other, often larger, collections.
Among them are:
Henry Pickering Bowditch (1840-+911), 1 box;
Reginald Heber Fitz (1843-1913), Physician at BD, 1871-1882,
1 Box;
James Jackson (1777'-1867), Papers, 1800-1867, 7 Boxes;
Timothy Leary (1870-1954), TUfts Medical School (work on
role of cholesterol), 2 Boxes;
James Jackson Minot (1852-1938), Harvard Medical School,
1878; physician at the Boston Dispensary, Carney Hospital,
and Mass. General Hospital, and best known for his work in
the prevention and cure of tuberculosis; one of the founders
of the Boston Tuberculosis Association, Papers, 4 vols.;
John Ware (1795-1864), M.D., 1816, Hersey Professor of
Theory and Practice of Physic, Harvard Medical School, 1836
1858; Papers, 1813-1869, 14 Boxes;
Henry Willard Williams (1821-1895), M.D. 1849, visiting
district physician and later a surgeon at the Dispensary,
and teacher at the Boylston Medical School, 1850-1855,
papers in 4 Boxes, 1822-1897.

Other Harvard University Lipraries

I
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Papers of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes (1809-1894) not found in
Countway are, for the most part,. in Houghton Library. Much of
this material consists of letters and notebooks, though a review
of it shows that it does not pertain to his experiences at the
Boston Dispensary.
In addition to the Holmes Papers in Houghton, the Harvard
30

University Archives has biographical files on all of its College
graduates and, to a much lesser extent, graduates of its
professional schools. No extensive search of HUA was made (just
some sampling), but there are materials for a number of
individuals closely associated with NEMC and its predecessor
organizations, including some first-person accounts about their
careers and activities.
Bostonian

Socie~

Although the Bostonian Society contains many useful sources
for Boston history, our primary emphasis here was to examine
their extensive Boston photographic (and to a lesser degree,
print) collection. As th~ material in the TimeLine makes clear,
the Boston Dispensary was located in seven different locations
between 1796 and its permanent move to Ash and Bennet streets in
1856, Those locations included: 61, 13, and 76 cornhill (later
renamed Washington Street), 135, 139, and 109 Washington Street,
and 3 summer street. (These locations were identified through
materials at the Bostonian Society.) For the most part, the
Dispensary was located in the area on Washington Street between
State and School streets' during that ·period.
While no photographs were found of the Dispensary, a number
engravings and photographs were uncovered for the Washington-
State--summer street area during the late 18th and the first half
of the 19th century. Four examples from their collection are
included in this report· (Bostonian Society 1-4) • Two of them
show a drug store that served as the Dispensary a few years
earlier.
Boston Athenaeum

J
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Photographs and engravings in the Athenaeum's Print Room
proved to be even more interesting. Five examples from the·
Washington Street area are included in this report. One shows a
mid-1850s stretch of Washington Street from Gleason's Pictorial
prawinq-Rgom companion while another is one (of many) renditions
of the Old Corner Book Store (this one in 1858) which served as
the site for the Dispensary several decades earlier. There is
also a view of Summer Street at about the time the Dispensary was
located there, and one of the Dispensary shortly after completion
of the new building in 1883 (Boston Athenaeum 1-7).
The Athenaeum has some printed material about and by the
Dispensary, and next to nothing for the Floating Hospital and
other NEMC organizations. There are a npmt>P..r of books of related
interest available there. One important study found at the
Athenaeum (and available in few other locations) is a rare copy
of Americans in Process: A Settlement Study (Boston, 1904)
edited by Robert A. Woods. This book describes the Boston's
South End (which stretched as far east as Kneeland street) at the
31
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turn of the century, and contains elaborate color maps that
describe the housing stock, ethnicity of residents, and other
features in the Dispensary's neighborhood at the time. This
period is rich with other studies about conditions in Boston's
ethnic neighborhoods, such as Albert B. Wolfe's The Lodging House
Problem in Boston (Cambridge, 1913) and Harold K. Estabrook, some
Slums in Boston (Boston, 1898) which.are also available at the
Athenaeum.
one other particularly interesting Athenaeum item is a
colol:'ed map of Boston, a "Pl:'oposal for Mill Dam publiahed by
Benjamin Dearborn in 1814." This map, undoubtedly using
Deal:'born's color printing process, suggests that among his many
varied interests, he may also have been involved in some Boston
land development schemes that led to the filling in of the Back
Bay and other locations.
Massachusetts Historical Society
Printed sources:
MHS contains a large number of pl:'inted Boston Dispensary
materials, most--but not all--of which duplicate what is in the
NEMC Archives. For bibliographica~ purposes, here are MHS 1 s
holdings of printed Dispensary materials:
Annual meetings of contributors for 1842, 1843, 1852,
1853 (Boston, 1842-1853). These documents are
circulars of 3 pages each with abstracts from the
reports of the visiting physicians;
Annual Reports 62 (1857-1858), 71 (1866-1867), 72
(1867-1868), 75 (1870-1871), 78 (1873-1874), 79 (1874
1875), 82 (1877-1878), 83 (1878-1879), 85 (1880-1881),
87 (1882-1883), 94 (~890-1891), 103 (1898-1899), 108
11903-1904), 112 (1907-1908), [114] (1909-1910), 115
( 1911) (Boston·: Printed by John Wilson and Son, 1858
1912). First printed report was in 1857-1858, and no
reports were iasued for 1859-1860 to 1865-1866 or for
1871-1872 to 1872-1873.
(Note: the Index Catalogue of the Libtary of the
Surgeon General's Office. u.s. Army, Vol 2 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1881), 278 1 lists
only one other printed annual report, 63 (1858-1859),
and states: "no reports published for 1871-2 and 1872

3.")
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other printed materials of importance include:
The Boston Dispensary 1942-1948 (Boston 1949), 39 pp.
(Report of the Dispensary, 1942-1948);

Broadside: Statistics for the year ending 1 Oct. 1866;
also for years 1867 to 1872;
Subscription Paper, 1864, in which "The Mangers of the
Boston Dispensary respectfully ask your attention
to a few facts concerning the institution under
their charge •.• ";
Pinner given to the Board of Managers of tbe Boston
DispensarY 1796-1909 by the staff of physicians.
Hotel Brunswick, January 25. 1909 (Boston, 1909);
150 years a good samaritan . • • tbe Boston pispensary
(Boston[?], 1946[?]);
Boston pispensary. Institution of the Boston
Dispensary , , , [Boston, 1797], 14 pp., and
later editions, 1808, 1810, 1817, 1829, 1837,
1851, 1856 (all include rules of the society,
lists of managers, subscribers and contributors,
etc.) ;
·
Various Circular Letters, such as: " •.. The managers of
the Boston Dispensary wish, respectfully, to call
your attention to the claims of that institution.
on the benevolence of the affluent and liberal ,
• We • • • present our application for the
addition of your name to our subscription list.
Your obedient servants, Edward TUckerman, Samuel
snelling • • • managers" [place for name and
subscription]; and
"Abstract from the returns of the five visiting
physicians • • • for the year ending 30 September,
1827 11 (Boston 1828). Broadside addressed to
samuel Shaw, Esq., and in his papers is dated June
1828;
"Medical formulary of the Boston Dispensary" (Boston
1862), 23 pp.
("Medical officers of the
Dispensary are requested to sue the following
formulae, or the official formulae of the United
states Dispensary.");

I
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"Notice of the annual meeting of contributors to the
Boston dispensary, with an abstract from the
returns of the ten visiting physicians of the
Dispensary for the year ending 30th September,
1833 (Boston, 1833), in Jackson Manuscripts;
John Gorham Coffin (1770-1829), "An address delivered
33

before the contributors of the Boston dispensary
at their seventeenth anniversary, October 21,
1813 11 (Boston: Printed by J. Eliot, 1813), 22
pp.;
The Boston Dispensary Quarterly (scattered issues only,
1912-1914).
For the Boston Floating Hospital, MHS has its Reports and
BUlletins, 1895-1897, and Annual Reports, 1899-1910.
Mas has printed sources for some individuals significant to the
history of NEMC and its predecessor organizations. Among the
most important is the extensive collection o'f material related to
Benjamin Dearborn (1755-1838), the Dispensary's important 19th
century benefactor:
Dearborn, Circular on the art of reading (Boston
[1794]);
·Dearborn, The Columbian grammar • • • [full title in
bibliography] (Boston 1795);
C.A. Busby, "Dearborn's proportional Balance," New York
National Advocate, 10 Nov. 1818; also reprint on
Dearborn and standard weights in Boston Daily
Advertiser, 4 Feb. 1837; •
Henry Plympton, "Dearborn's Patent Balance" (Boston
1828);
Directions for using the Gold Standard Balance,
Invented by Benjamin Dearborn, of Boston,
Massachusetts (Boston 1817) (folio broadside);
A description of the Vibrating Steelyard, or Just
Balance. Invented by the subscriber siqned
Benjamin Dearborn (Taunton, Mass., 1799);
Dearborn, A Lenient Svstem. for adiusting Demands. and
collecting Debts without Imprisonment (Boston
1827);
The Pupil's guide. Being a collection of the most
useful rules in arithmetic. Calculateg for the
benefit of schools. By Benjamin Dearborn
(Portsmouth, N.H., 1782), repr., Boston, 1783;

I

Broadside, To the curious! Tuesday and Thursday
evenings, will be exhibited, at the commodious
room in Mr. Dearborn's new building, at the south
34

entrance of the narrow lane, leading from the
theatre, to Mil-Street; by Mr. Maginnis, from
Saddler's Wells, London - where he has performed,
with the unbounded applause, a grand medley of
entertainments • • • Tickets may be had at maj •·
Forbes's tavern, Baker's Hotel, the orrery
printing office, and at the place of performance.
Children admitted for half price. Vive la
republique! [Boston, printed by Weld & Greenough,
1795];
Manuscript Sources:
The list of 19 physicians under the Countway
Library, above, was used at MHS to determine if
relevant papers of physicians associated with the
Dispensary (primarily in the 19th century) could be
found here. Although many of these physicians had
papers at MHS, only those of James Jackson and of John
Collins. Warren, in among the mammoth Warren Family
Papers, seem promis'ing.
Within the last few years, MHS has acquired the
records of the Lend A Hand Society. This organization
administered the Boston Floating Hospital during its
first decade. Of significance to the history of the
Floating are two boxes of records, Miscellaneous
Information about the Floating (Box 4), and
correspondence of Rev. Rufus B. Tobey (Box 19).
Of some interest are two receipts from the Boston
Dispensary to Paul Revere, dated April 1812 and 1821,
for payment of dues, the first receipt from Edward
Phillips and the second from Dr. George c. Shattuck. A
copy of one of these receipts appears elsewhere in this
report (Massachusetts Historical Society-1).
The papers of Samuel A. Green, Dispensary
physician, Dispensary Superintendent, City Physician,
Mayor of Boston, and historian contain little material
from his years at the Dispensary.
The papers of William TUdor, one of the important
founders of the Boston Dispensary, are also at MHS.
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III,

SOME O'SBPUL FIMDI!IGS

Firsts, Innovations, and Contributions
Determining NEMC's firsts, innovations, and contributions
(and distinguishing among them) is a difficult, if not
impossible, task. While "contributions" do not raise critical
eyebrows, claims of "innovationn may. How "novel" is an
innovation anyway when another institution might be engaged in
the same or a similar practice at roughly the same time? Lastly,
can one be sure that an event, process, treatment is really
"first"? History is strewn with examples of simultaneous
invention or discovery, .Cl:tarles Darwin, for instance, gets
"credit" for discovery of the principal of natural selection, but
only by a few days because a rival scientist failed to copyright
his work promptly.
Despite. such cautionary caveats, NEMC 1 s distinctions over
the years have been impr·essive. While we cannot test the
validity of each claim, the sources of that claim have been
provided in the TimeLine. The following sets of listings are not
exhaustive (some others are covered in the TimeLine), but these
appear to be among the most important claims in the record:
Firsts
1796:

First permanent medical facility in New England
and the third oldest dispensary in the United
States (Boston Dispensary);

1814:

First medical facility to assign nurses to needy
patients (Boston Dispensary);

1873:

First permanent clinic for venereal disease in
the country (Boston Dispensary);

1873:

First dental clinic for the poor in the country
(Boston Dispensary);

1883:

First scientific use in the United states of the
Swedish massage and the beginnings.of
physical (or rehabilitative) medicine (Boston
Dispensary);

1899:

First lung clinic in the country (possibly in
the world) (Boston Dispensary);

1905:

Dr. Joseph H. Pratt treats poor tuberculosis
36
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Dr. Alice Ettinger is probably first to bring
fluoroscopy of the intestinal track to the United
states;
Dr. William Dameshek "elucidated may new concepts
including autoimmunity, immunoproliferative, and
myeloproliferative, and with his junior colleague Bob
Schwartz had demonstrated that antimetabolites had
striking inmunosuppressive properties, an observation
that subsequently made organ transplantation possible";
Dr. Robert Schwartz "had discovered the renal
histologic and functional lesions in severe potassium
deficiency; identified the nature of the defect in acid
excretion in chronic renal disease; discovered the
syndrome of inappropriate secretion of antidiuretic
hormone; identified the essential role of anions and
clarified the role of potassium in metabolic acid-base
disorders; and characterized chronic respiratory acid
base disorders" Later he "achieved an international
reputation for his work in fluid and electrolyte
metabolism";
·
Dr. Seymour Reichlin is considered to be the
"father of neuroendocrinology";
Dr. Stephen Pauker has been a leader in the field
of quantitative clinical decision-making;
Dr. Sheldon M. Wolff and colleagues cloned the
gene for interleukin 1;
Dr. Maurice s. Raben, who, under Edwin ·Astwood,
first isolated the human growth hormone; he and
colleagues reputedly produced the "world's supply" of
growth hormones until the advent of bioengineering.
Apparently the "first" lazer open-heart surgery
was conducted at NEMC, but interviewees were unable to
name the surgeon or surgical team involved.
Miscellaneous BFH Innovations and Contributions

I
I

Boston Floating Hospital materials in the NEMC Archives,
written in the late 1950s, list a number of its "contributions to
pediatric medicine." They include:
"Shortened bacterial diagnosis of diarrheal diseases of
infancy;
Established the Gas Bacillus as the predominating
38

organism in certain dysenteries and demonstrated a new
clinical test for this type of infection;
Established use of dextrose saline solution in cases of
collapse or dehydration in children;
Developed the first synthetic milk product now in use
under the name of 'Similac•;
Developed the 'whole child' approach in hospitalization
which recognizes the need to treat the child of the
illness as well as the illness of the child;
Contributed to the knowledge·of Cooley's Anemia, an
unusually fatal blood disease of children;
Developed original research and subsequent effective
surgical treatment of hitherto fatal Hirschsprung 1 s
Disease;

I

Developed and perfected other surgical treatments of
urinary tract anomalies in children and correction of
non-functioning ureter by transplantation of section of
the small bowel;
Developed a new type of humidification unit for
treatment of Trachea Bronchitis;
Developed concept of 'living in• facilities for
parents; ·
Developed play program as part of treatment for
children in which certain psychological factors
contributing to or causing certain types of physical
illness can be diagnosed and subsequently treated; and
Developed new type of team approach to mentally
retarded and handicapped children utilizing specialists
in such fields as psychiatry, neurology, orthopedics,
and, utilizing the affiliated Rehabilitation Institute
of the Boston Dispensary, all the various field~ of
physical and occupational therapy."

l
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Interesting "Relations"
one effective way of discussing important firsts,
innovations, and contributions as well as the general history of
NEMC is through the lives of significant individuals identified
with the Center or its predecessor institutions. A selected
group of about a dozen and a half individuals, presented roughly
in chronological order, are profiled below; many others are more
briefly noted in sections that follow:
Dr. Oliver Smith
Bearing in mind that most NEMC publicity in the past has
mistakenly emphasized the influential role that Sam Adams and
John Lowell played in establishing the Dispensary, it is
important to point out that Oliver Smith and William Tudor were
singled out by their contemporaries for such honors.
Regrettably, many details about Smith's life did not surface
readily during our primary research on him. Contemporaries noted
that "if among" the men.associated with the early Dispensary "any
individual can be regarded as the founder of the Institution,
this distinguished honor must be awarded to the name of OLIVER
SMITH. His exertions were first in time, and foremost in zeal
and perseverance." Smith, whose name appears frequently in late
18th-century Boston land records, was trained as a physician's
apprentice. Prior to 1782, when Harvard Medical School was
founded, and until 1787, when it graduated its first class, all
New England physicians (unless they trained in New York,
Philadelphia, or abroad) were educated by the apprentice system.
smith probably did not practice medicine, but like many medically
trained, men of the period worked as an apothecary. He and his
partner, another physician named Thomas Bartlett, operated an
apothecary at 61 Cornhill (later Washington Street) which was the
home of the Dispensary until 1815 when both resigned.
Contemporaries noted that Smith "was not a man of wealth or
notoriety. He possessed but little property, and was hardly
known in society." Nevertheless, he was responsible for the
"beauty and inspired state of the Mall and Common in this town,
one of the most pleasant public walks and prospects in the United
States." Apparently Smith had not children, but further research
should reveal more information. ([William R. Lawrence,
Compiler], A History of the Boston Dispensary [Boston: John.
Wilson and Son, 1859], 23, 40; Robert w. Greenleaf, An Historical
Repgrt of the Boston Pispensary for Qne Hundred and One Years.
1796-1897 [Brookline, Mass.: Riverdale Press, 1898), 13.)

!
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William TUdor
Regarded by early historians of the institution as second
only to Oliver Smith in importance in setting up the Dispensary,
Tudor (1750-1813) worked with him on writing the articles of
40

purpose ("the rules and regulations" as they were called) for the
organization in 1796. Unlike Smith, however, he was elected to
the first Board of Managers. Five years later Tudor served on a
committee of three (apparently as the only lawyer) that d~afted a
bill for incorporation of the Dispensary; it was approved by the
commonwealth of Massachusetts a month later, in February 1801.
Tudor was a Boston lawyer who had studied law under John Adams,
served as judge advocate in the Continental Army, and in
Massachusetts state office as representative, senator, and
secretary of state. [Note: Tudor's papers at the Massachusetts
Historical Society have not yet been explored for his connections
with the Dispensary.] ([William R. Lawrence, compiler],~
History of The Boston Dispensary [Boston: John Wilson and Son,
1859], 13-14, 41; John Langdon Sibley and Clifford K. Shipton,
Biographical Sketches of Graduates of Harvard College, 17:252
265).
Dr. John Fleet

Although not the first appointed as the Dispensary's
visiting physician, John Fleet (1766-1813) was the first to
serve, a position he held from 1796 to 1804. 'Fleet was also
distinguished by being one of the first two graduates of Harvard
Medical School {1788), and was later appointed its first
assistant in 1793. With formal medical education so new, and
long before hospitals or teaching relationships with them had
been established, Fleet and the visiting (later District)
physicians that followed him used the Dispensary for both
internship and residency training. Indeed, for about a century
young physicians eagerly sought appointments with the Dispensary,
knowing that the experience would serve their future careers
well. While Fleet's career and life were brief, he became
prominent in Boston medical circles and served as an officer in
the Massachusetts Medical Society (Philip Cash, "The
Professionalization of Boston Medicine, 1760-1803, 11 in Cash ,it
A!., Medicine in Colonial Massacbusetts, 1620-1820 [Boston: The
Colonial Society of Massachusetts, 1980], 69-100).
Beniamin pearborn

i
l

No comprehensive treatment has been written about Benjamin
Dearborn (1755-1838), an eccentric and peripatetic newspaper
editor, school teacher, inventor, printer, musicologist,
promoter, and the Dispensary's most important benefactor. The
son of a physician, he began publishing a New Hampshire newspaper
in 1775, then ran a successful school in Portsmouth for young
ladies beginning in about 1779. Sometime after 1789 he moved
down to Boston, established another successful school or schools
in the downtown area, and published the Columbian Grammar, "the
first American grammar of American origin published in the United
States" in 1795.
Apparently never tiring of new opportunities, Dearborn
41

patients in a group, and is credited with the
first attempt at group therapy (Boston
Dispensary);
1911:

First hospital-based human milk collection
system for sick babies (Boston Floating
Hospital);

1913:

First evening clinic (presumably in the country)
and probably one of the earliest examples of
employer-paid clinical treatment for
employees (Boston Dispensary);

1918:

First Food Clinic of its kind in the world (and
pattern for all subsequent clinics) is
established (Boston Dispensary);

ca. 1919:

Artificial milk product invented which is
later successfully marketed as Similac
(Boston Floating Hospital);

1927:

Most effective diagnostic test for syphilis is
discovered (Boston Dispensary);

1930:

Dr. Joseph H. Pratt conducts world's first
experiment in group psychotherapy (Boston
Dispensary);

1932:

Bingham Associates Program begins this year and
serves as legislative inspiration for the
Hill-Burton Hospital Construction Act in the
1950s and a national model for Great Society
regional health care programs in the 1960s
(Boston Dispensary);

1938:

100-bed Pratt Clinic is constructed and at time
is largest diagnostic clinic in the world
(Boston Dispensary).

Miscellaneous Innovations and Contributions

I

Individuals associated with NEMC and its predecessor
organizations made important innovations and contributions. Many
of them are mentioned in the TimeLine. In addition, many other
important developments were collected from interviews and printed
material. without dates attributed to them, such as the following:
Dr. Samuel Breck, the earliest medical
superintendent of BFH, invents the "Breck" feeder for
premature babies who were unable to suck or swallow;
37
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became involved in a number of often financially successful
ventures. He introduced a new process of printing in colors as
well as the "unrivalled balances" and other mechanical
inventions. Twenty years before railroads became a reality, he
sent a memorial to Congress promoting the concept "of running
steam carriages upon railroads." He also wrote on several
important topics of the day, proposing, for instance, that
convicts in state prisons ought to be employed in useful w.ork and
that debtors should not be treated as imprisoned criminals.
Dearborn died in Boston on 22 February 1838, and in his will he
bequeathed what later amounted to about $90,000 and a wooden bas
relief sculpture of the "Good Samaritan" to the Boston
Dispensary. The latter is now mounted in the foyer of the Proger
Building, while the monetary bequest financed the· Dispensary's
first permanent clinic facility in 1856 (John Langdon Sibley and
Clifford K. Shipton, Biographical Sketches of Graduates of
Harvard University, 12:24; Massachusetts Historical Society,
Proceedings, 1st Ser., 4:83; [William R. Lawrence, Compiler], ~
History of the Boston Dispensary [Boston: John Wilson and Son,
1859], 147-154; Nathaniel Dearborn, Boston Notions; Being an
Authentic and Concise Account of 'That Village.• from 1630 to
1847 [Boston: Nathaniel Dearborn, 1848], 247. A number of
documents by or about Dearborn are listed under the discussion of
the Massachusetts Historical Society, above.)
Rev. Rufus B. Tobey

l
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Son of a New Bedford whaling man, Rufus Tobey was born in
1849, graduated from Amherst College in 1877, and from the
Andover Theological Seminary (now Andover Newton Theological
Seminary) in 1880. Ordained a Congregational minister at
Harwich, Massachusetts, in 1880, he became pastor of churches in
Helena, Montana, and Carrington, North Dakota, early in that
decade. He soon returned to Massachusetts where he became an
associate pastor of the Berkeley Street Temple (a Congregational
church) in Boston from 1888 to 1895. Tobey's interest in the
West and also in Boston was missionary work, especially in
promoting the role of the church in social problems of the day
(the "social gospel" as it was then called). Tobey became a
strong propo~ent of church social service work in Boston. As
mentioned in the introductory essay, Tobey, accompanied by Lewis
A. Freeman (described below), frequently walked across the South
Boston Bridge on his way home. During hot, summer evenings the
bridge was often crowded with mothers and their sick babies who
were trying escape from their tenements and cool off with the
ocean breeze.
Familiar with country week and "seaside" hospital programs
for indigent mothers and their children, and with the successful
boat excursion program in New York Harbor, by then twenty years
old, Tobey founded the Boston Floating Hospital in 1894. The
Floating's earliest years are fully described in the TimeLine.
Tobey undoubtedly had only modest expectations for this
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enterprise which initially provided a day in Boston Harbor and
fresh air for ailing infants and young children, and their
mothers. Once a full medical staff came on board during its
second year, the mission of the ship quickly changed. Laymen
like Tobey attributed diseases in young indigent children to the
heat, while physicians quickly recognized that nutrition, the
inadequacy of food, and socio-environmental problems were the
real causes of the sicknesses. Within a few years Floatipg
became a full-fledged temporary hospital, then gradually emerged
during the first several decades of the twentieth century into a
permanent, on-shore facility (NEMC Archives; Schaller Materials).
Lewis A. Freeman
Born in Alexandria, Virginia, Lewis A. Freeman (1856-1933)
was the son of an attache to a Central American diplomatic
legation and a free Black singer. During his youth he attended
several private schools in Washington, D.C., that permitted Black
students. At an early age he learned shorthand and was employed
in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury. He then worked
as a private secretary to a Washington lawyer and served as a
confidential messenger during the Hayes-Tilden electoral
commission in 1877. A few years later he moved to Boston where
he became the personal secretary of Rev. Rufus B. Tobey at the
Berkeley Street Temple. In time he took over management of the
affairs of the Floating Hospital, and served as business manager
until 1930 when he left for reasons of health.
Aside from one interview of him in the year he died, very
little research has been done on his life. Very likely he wrote
the Floating's annual reports and did most of the office work,
especially during the "Boat Period." A modest man, he refrained
from publicity, though there undoubtedly is a great deal more
that can be found out about him. Dr. Schaller mentioned an
attempt to contact his family that apparently was turned· down by
the descendants who are apparently "passing for white" and do not
want to be reminded of the past (NEMC Archives; Schaller
Materials).
pr. Edward
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Otis· (1848-1933) was a member of the Dispensary's Attending
and Consulting staffs from 1886 to about 1926, and Professor of
Pulmonary Diseases and Climatology at Tufts Medical School, 1901
1926. An authority and pioneer in the diagnosis, treatment, and
prevention of tuberculosis, he established the first lung clinic
in the United States, likely the world as well, at the Dispensary
in 1899. He was also thoroughly involved in all aspects of the
anti-tuberculosis campaign of his day, serving as President of
the Boston Association for the Relief and Control of
Tuberculosis, co-founder of the National Tuberculosis
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Association, writing books,. and lobbying and consulting for state
sanatoria ·and consumptives' hospitals. As a disease related to
large, crowde~ urban centers which could be controlled through
improved housing and sanitary conditions, Otis's work reflects an
important focus of NEMC's work and th~t of its predecessors, in
developing a service-level expertise in patient care and research
to help its local patient base. In many ways the efforts to treat
TB are strikingly similar to the current campaign against AIDS
(NEMC Archives).
·
Pr. Joseph H. Pratt
Although the spotlight in recent years has focused on or.
Samuel H. Proger and his important institution-building
activities, the impetus for that long development as well as
credit for some important, pathbreaking research belongs to
Proger•s predecessor, Dr. Joseph H. Pratt (1872-1956). He served
as Physician-in-chief of the Dispensary and the New England
Medical Center from 1927 to 1947; through his efforts, he
interested William Bingham 2d in financing the Center's early
expansion.
·
.
Pratt's long and distinguished research career in pathology
and internal medicine led in many directions, but perhaps his
most interesting application was when in 1905 he developed his
"class method" for tuberculosis care. Seeking a less expensive
alternative to care in a sanatorium, Pratt organized group
support classes in Emmanuel Church on Newbury Street. Follow-up
care was provided by a paid "friendly visitor" which apparently
inspired Or. Richard Cabot to establish the first medical social
work service in the country at Massachusetts General Hospital in
1905. Pratt's class also fostered his life-long interest in
psychotherapy. Concerned that many poor patients exhibited
psychoneurotic problems that inhibited treatment, he began in
1930 his "thought control" (later renamed Applied Psychology)
classes, again for those seeking a less expensive alternative to
private psychiatric treatment. Much more of Pratt's career is
chronicled in the TimeLine (Joseph E. Garland, Experiment in
Medicine: The First TWenty Years of the Pratt Clinic and the New
England Center Hospital of Boston [Cambridge, Mass.: The
Riverside Press, 1960]; T. Pennie Pratt, Joseph Hersey Pratt: A
Family Memoir [Charlestown, S.C.: Minuteman Press, 1979]).
Dr. Francis Parkman Denny
During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, one of the
most important and controversial pediatric controversies was over
infant feeding and particularly the "wet nurse" problem. Without
any true substitute for human breast milk, mothers unable to
produce milk for their infants had to rely upon wet nurses who
often abandoned or diminished the feeding of their own children
for the baby of a paying mother. The dubious morality of such

actions .bothered many physicians. Francis Parkman Denny of the
Boston Floating Hospital offered one important alternative based
on scientific developments that he pioneered. Denny (1869-1948)
believed that it was important to supply even small amounts of
human breast milk to sick infants because of its "bactericidal
power." He developed a system of human milk collection at
Floating in 1909, which unlike previous schemes was "designed to
meet the needs of poor, sick babies rather than families who
wanted to buy breast milk for their infants." Neighborhood women
sold their excess breast milk to the hospital, but they were
first physically examined by physicians and nurses which screened
out carriers of contagious diseases. Denny's Milk Bank proved to
be highly successful. Around 1920, Floating began using a
dehydrating machine that enabled it to collect and save much
larger quantities of human milk. Its collection effort peaked in
1925 when it collected 19,500 ounces (a little over 600 quarts),
most of which was dehydrated (Janet Golden, "From Wet Nurse
Directory to Milk Bank: The Delivery of Human Milk in Boston,
1909-1927, 11 Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 62 (Winter
19~8), no. 4, 589-605; NEMC Archives).
Dr. Alfred W. Bosworth
A professor at the Agricultural Experiment Station in
Geneva, New York, Alfred w. Bosworth came to Boston in about 1913
to work as a chemist for Dr. Otto Folin, Professor of
Biochemistry at the Harvard Medical School. Soon, Dr. Henry I.
Bowditch head of Floating's _Visiting Committee, asked him to
continuethis work on developing a milk product that was not made
from cow's milk in the Floating's laboratory at 38-40
Wigglesworth street in Boston. For five years, he worked on mil~
chemistry, concocting hundreds of formulas which were then
tested, using human milk as the standard. "Nearly 200 blends were
tried before a final formula was considered successful."
About 1920, the processes for producing reconstructed milk
and milk serum powder were jointly patented by Floating and
Bosworth; a short while later, however, Floating relinquished the
patents to the public, making them available to anyone who wished
to use them. Bosworth soon moved on to Columbus, Ohio, where he
was employed by Moores & Ross, Inc., Dietetic Laboratories to
produce Franklin Infant Food, a powdered infant food. Later, it
was renamed Similac by which it is still known today. As the
Moores & Ross advertising noted when it introduced the new
product, "Similac is prepared according to the formula devised
and developed by A.W. Bosworth and associates while working at
the Boston Floating Hospital, Boston, Mass." (Dr. Paul Beaven,
ed., "A History of the Boston Floating Hospital," Pediatrics,
(1957), 19:629-638; NEMC Archives; Schaller Materials).
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Michael M. Davis. Jr.
\

As the Dispensary's first professional administrator,
Michael Davis (1879-1971) brought Ph.D. level training in
economics and sociology, years of settlement house work, ·many new
health care ideas, and a bent toward scientific management to
Boston in 1910. During his ten years as superintendent, he
expanded social work service, established the first evening fee
clinics (for the employed who were not destitute, but could not
afford standard professional fees), instituted preventive health
clinics, started up the first known food clinic (for dietary
problems), among other developments. His ten years at the
Dispensary can be pieced together from a variety of materials in
the NEMC Archives.
Davis left in 1920 to research, write, and lobby on health
care issues, particularly on the pay clinic principle. During
the 1930s and 1940s he was active in advocating pre-paid health
insurance, and national health insurance, generally. His work
led the way for Blue Cross plans and Social Security. Of Davis's
general contributions to the health care management field, one
commentator -said that hE! "was probably the first person in this
country to recognize that the road to further advance in health
would be in the organization and delivery of services, rather
than in medical science itself" (NEMC Archives; George Rosen,
"Michael M. Davis: Pioneer in Medical care," American Journal of
Public Health, 62 (March 1972), 321-323; Ralph E. Pumphrey,
"Michael Davis and the Transformation of the Boston Dispensary,
1910-1920," Bulletin of the History of Medicine, 49 (Winter
1975), no. 4, 451-465).
Additional note: Some further understanding of Davis's role in
the health care issues of his day can be seen in books he wrote
over a lifetime. Among them are: pispensaries. Their Management
and Development (1918, which he wrote while at the Boston
Dispensary); Immigrant Health and the Community (1921); Community
Dental Service (1922); Clinics. Hospitals and Health centers
(1927); The Health Inventorv of New York city (1929); Paving
Your Sickness Bills (1931); The Medical Economics Series (1931
1937); The Crisis in Hospital Finance and Other Studies in
Hospital Economics (1932);" Public Medical Services (1937);
bmerica Organizes Medicine (1941); and Medical Care for Tomorrow
(1955).
Miss Frances stern
Daughter of refugees from German persecution, Frances Stern
(1873-1947) first specialized in pre-school education before
turning her attention and life-long concern to nutrition
education. She became a co-founder of the Louisa May Alcott Club
that taught nutrition and homemaking to young women, and was a
special student at MIT where she took courses from and served as
secretary and assistant to Mrs. Ellen H. Richards, the first
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president of the American Home Economics Association. Broadening
her experience, she worked at the Boston Tuberculosis and Boston
Provident associations, and was a health inspector for the
Massachusetts State Board of Labor & Industry.
During World War I, she was employed in several federal home
economics and nutrition capacities . . Dispensary Superintendent
Michael Davis approached her in 1917 to make a study of food
intake by poor Boston families. Her report emphasized the
inadequate attention paid by social agencies to the nutrition of·
their clients. she was able to interest Davis to establish a
food clinic at the Dispensary, the "first of its kind in the
world and a pattern for all subsequent clinics."
At first the Clinic merely assisted medical treatment, but
in time its function expanded to teaching the relationship of
food to the body. Gradually, it provided instruction and
counseling for weight loss and other medical problems. The
Clinic also became a center for the training of health care and
social service workers. It also distributed a wide variety of
literature, many exampl~s of which are among the Stern papers in
the NEMC Archives. The Clinic became the Nutrition Education .
Department in 1925 and in 1943, 25 years after its founding, was
named The Frances stern Food Clinic. Since 1975 when Jean Mayer
became President of Tufts University, the Clinic, renamed the
Frances Stern Nutrition Center, has taken on renewed importance
(NEMC Archives).
William A. Hinton. M.D.
The son of former slaves, William A. Hinton (1BB3-1959) was
born in Chicago and raised in Kansas. He completed a three-year
premedical program at the University of Kansas in two, then
finished his undergraduate work at\Harvard College on a
scholarship. After graduation, he taught at colleges in
Tennessee and Oklahoma for several years before returning to
Boston to enter Harvard Medical School. He completed his medical
studies in three rather·than the prescribed four years, and was
the Wigglesworth Scholar for two of them, preferring to compete
with the rest of the student body rather than accept a
scholarship offered to promising Black students.
As a medical lecturer at Harvard and Tufts, Hinton was
described as having "a flair for rolling rhetoric that often left
students applauding in the aisles." He became Pathologist-in
Chief of the Dispensary in 1916 and remained associated with the
institution until his retirement in 1952. From 1927 to 1935,
Hinton published the results of his research that had led to his
world-famous and universally accepted Hinton test for syphilis,
and completed his book, Syphilis and its Treatment. In 1929 1 he
founded and organized the Hinton Course for Laboratory
Technicians at the Dispensary which trained selected high school
graduates. The program relieved those with college training from
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the need to perform routine laboratory tests, and left them with
responsibility for special techniques, supervision and research
(NEMC Archives Materials~ "More Than 1600 Patients Undergo Blood
Tests by New Method Discovered at Boston Dispensary," Boston
Traveler, 21 Jan. 1928; James F. Teele, "William Augustus·
Hinton," pictionary of American Negro Biography, ed. Rayford w.
Logan and Michael R. Winston [New York: W.W. Norton & Co.,
1982], 315-316]).
Samuel H. PrOger. M.p.
Dr. Prager's accomplishments, widely discussed in the
introductory section of this report, are almost too well known
for extensive comment here. However, any retrospective on his
career should mention a few of the most important. certainly one
was his pivotal role in and on-hands approach to the Bingham
Program. Indeed, William Bingham decided not to move forward
with funding ·it unless Dr. Proger was in charge of it. As
interviewees, noted it was the first post-graduate medical
education program that any medical school or hospital ever had,
and some have even note~ that the post-World War II English
health care system is based on it. Another institutional feature
that Dr. Proger implemented was a unique physician salary system
by means of which doctors became paid employees. The system had
been tried in only a few other locations, and created
difficulties, first with the AHA and the Massachusetts Medical
Society and later with government reimbursement funding.
Nevertheless, it has become a commonly accepted practice in
recent years, particularly with the rise of HMOs and similar
health care organizations.
'
Proger also carried on and emphasized the Dispensary's
concern for patient care. Several interviewees quoted such
Progerisms as "the only way you develop a great medical center is
to provide great medical care" or "to teach good medicine is to
practice good medicine." He recognized that it was a folly to
rely upon sources of "soft money," no matter how tempting, and
that the only sure way to grow was by providing good patient
care. Above all, Proger is probably best remembered for "making
the most out of weakness." As the introductory essay points out,
he found strength by doing things differently than his
"competition" (Kassirer and Kaplan Interviews).
William B. Bingham. 2d
Son of a wealthy Cleveland family, which had accumulated a
fortune in hardware and oil, William Bingham 2d (1879-1955) was a
shy, retiring, and mentally depressed young man who moved to
Bethel, Main~, in 1911. He had come to the small New England
town to join the psychotherapy group sessions of Dr. John
Gehring~ a retired physician, who was himself also from
Cleveland. Through Gerhring he later met Dr. Joseph H. Pratt and
served as his "financial angel" for the emerging New England
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-Medical Center. He contributed financial support for the Bingham
Program (1932), an early, if not the earliest, regional medical
program in the country, the Pratt Diagnostic Clinic (1938), and
Farnsworth Building (1949). In addition, he also supported
certain initiatives to help Tufts Medical School move to the
Harrison Avenue area in the late 1940s. More information about
Bingham appears elsewhere in this Report and in the TimeLine
(Joseph E, Garland, An ExPeriment in'Medicine: The Fi~st TwentY
Years of the Pratt Clinic and the New England Center Hospital of
Boston [Cambridge, Mass.: The Riverside Press, 1960]; Herbert
Black, Doctor and Teacher. Hospital Chief: Or. Samuel.Proger and
the New England Medical Center [Chester, Conn.: The Globe Pequot
Press, 1982 J) ,
Dr. Edwin Bennet Astwood

{

A Bermudian by birth, Astwood (1909-1976) went to college in
the United States, received his M.D. at McGill University, and
then earned his Ph.D. in biology at Harvard (1939) because of his
growing interest in medical research. In 1940 Astwood became a
research associate at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital and assistant
professor of pharmacotherapy at Harvard Medical School. It was
during this period that he began to make discoveries that- 11 were
to revolutionize our knowledge of thyroid regulation and the
treatment of thyroid disorders." While engaged in this work, he
decided to leave Harvard in 1945 and come to the New England
Medical Center. Like many others whom Samuel Proger attracted
during this period, Astwood saw many more opportunities available
to him at the center, including a full professorship in the TUfts
Medical School, combined appointments as senior physician at
NECH, endocrinologist to the Pratt Diagnpstic Hospital, and
physician at the Dispensary.
Astwood's work in endocrinology led in three significant and
pioneering directions. Early in his career he worked on research
that led to the birth control pill and other important research
on'reproduction. However, his primarily research activity
(especially between 1942-1952) was on the thyroid. In fact,
colleagues noted that "it is not an exaggeration to say th'at
Astwood had a greater influence on the development of
thyroidoloqy in the twentieth century than any other individuaL"
Further, "although he did not participate in the isolation and
structural identification of the thyroid hormones, thyroxine and
triiodothyronine, his laboratory provided the solid foundation
for understanding the basic mechanisms of thyroid physiology and
diseases. 11 He worked to develop drugs to treat hyperthyroidism
including propylthiouracil, one of two currently used to treat
the disease, and became interested in finding a drug rather than
surgical treatment of thyroid cancer. In a third area of
interest, he devised effective ways to extract pituitary hormones
which "provided starting material for the later isolation,
determination of structure, and synthesis of ACTH by others" (Roy
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o. Greep and Monte A. Greer, Edwin Bennett Astwood, 1909-1976,
Biographical Memoirs, 55 [Washington, D.C.: National Academy of
Sciences Press, 1~85]).
These biographical sketches of men and women associated with
NEMC and predecessor organizations only begin to scratch the
surface of interesting personalities.and significant
achievements. others worthy of consideration and further
research might include:
Boston Dispensary physicians and other professionals of note:
Dr. Abner Post, who set up the VD clinic in 1873;
Dr. Royal Whitman, who established a national
reputation in orthopedics while working at the
Dispensary in the 1BBOs;
Baron Nils Posse (1862-ca. 1897) the Swedish-born
founder of the Dispensary's "scientific massage"
department in 1893 and practitioner of the "Swedish
system." Posse lectured widely, organized school
physical education programs, and founded hie own
gymnasium in Boston;
Dr. William Dameshek, pioneering mid-20th-century blood
specialist and immunologist whose discoveries later led
to transplantation;
·
The German emigres of the 1930s~ including Drs. Alice
Ettinger, Heinz Magendantz, Siegfried Thannhauser,
Alfred Hauptmann, Joseph Igersheimer, Jacob Schloss,
Heinrich Brjgsch, Martin Nothman, Gerhard Schmidt, Anna
J. Reinauer, who individually and collectively enhanced
the Dispensary's reputation. Their contributions
deserve more thorough research;
Besides R~v. Rufus Tobey and Lewis Freeman, there were other
early leaders of the Boston F+oating Hospital who deserve some
attention, such as:
Rev, Edward Everett Hale, whose published works,
sermons, and work in Boston charities inspired others
to found Floating;
Dr. Samuel Breck, the Floating's first medical
superintendent; and
Dr. Henry I. Bowditch, Floating's pediatrician-in-chief
during its critical third decade.
Financial contributors, especially those following William
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Bingham 2d, represent colorful and interesting biographies, not
only for NEMC's history but also for future fund raising and
development activities. Among the substantial contributors are
the following:
cameron Biewend (1903-1981), attorney and financier,
who helped finance the acquisition of what is now the
Wang Center (and the 14-story office building that .
bears his name) and the Proger Building;
The Jackson brothers, Henry Clay Jackson (1838-1922), a
wealthy Boston dry goods merchant, and Paul Wilde
Jackson (1840-1928). Paul carried out the wishes of
his older brother by establishing a trust from which
the Boston Floating Hospital later received $200,000 to
build the Jackson Memorial Building (1931), its first
permanent, land-based facility;
Ralph Lowell, professional trustee to wealthy Boston
families, who helped find funds for major capital
projects while serving as a trustee for NEMC and
predecessor organizations;
Earls. Tupper (1907-1983), best known for his
development of polyethylene and invention of
Tupperware, was another patient of Dr. Prager. With a
keen interest in science and research himself, he
supported the Center's research programs. "He also
corresponded actively with Dr. Proger, sharing his
ideas on new inventions to aid in the treatment and
rehabilitation of disabled patients, and taking an
active interest in research projects." His estate's
$10 million gift, the largest single contribution made
to NEMC [to that time?], helped renovate the Ziskind
Research Building and finance the Earl s. Tupper
Research ~nstitute which opened in 1986;
Jacob Ziskind (1899-1950), a Fall River businessman who
had made his fortune in the textile industry. Like so
many others, Ziskind, in 1943, became a patient of Dr.
Prager, and showed his appreciation by helping finance
the acquisition of a furniture showroom and warehouse
which was eventually converted into research
laboratories (see TimeLine entries);
Some major figures who helped mold the NEMC
include, to cite only a few of them:
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Frank Wing, Director of the Boston Dispensary from
1920-1950 (the longest tenure in the institution's
life) and also Director of the Floating Hospital (1939
1950);
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Organization strengths froro a CUltural/Historical Perspective
This report has presented a broad array of historical
inforroation that helps define NEMC's culture from a long-range
perspective. While the material enumerates many unique strengths
which staff may wish to explore and develop, let us summarize
several of the most persistent throughout NEMC's history:
A Focus on the Seryice-Level Health care. Eyen at tbe Clinical
and &esearch Levels
The clearest example of this focus is as old as the
Dispensary itself with its original emphasis on home care and
repeated visits (sometimes in the hundreds) to patients by
District Physicians. This level and intensity of care by
physicians and (after 1814) by nurses as well antedates the
development of medical social service by over a hundred years.
Of equal importance was a concern for follow-up and
preventive care. Implicit in their charge, District Physicians
saw the utility of treating symptoms early rather than waiting
until conditions were beyond help. As the central Office became
the focus of the Dispensary in 1856, more explicit attention was
paid to preventive and follow-up medicine. Under superintendent
Michael Davis, for example, the Dispensary set up a preventive
clinic and embarked upon a campaign (throughout the 1910s) to
encourage patients to return for follow-up work. (See follow-up
"posters" directed at both Dispensary staff and patients
displayed in annual reports of the era).
Another element of this prevailing philosophy centered on
family involvement in the recovery process. In the Floating
Hospital's earliest annual report (1894), for instance, it states
that: "one of the chief objects aimed at the Floating Hospital
service is to place the responsibility for the care of the sick
baby upon the mother. While on board the Floating Hospital, a
·doctor and a nurse look out for its welfare; ~ is taught what
to do for the child between trips, and reports each time she
returns with it. The experience thus acquired is invaluable,"
Four seasons later, the Floating added an inpatient unit and ·
adopted rules that encouraged parents to become involved in their
ch.ildren's recuperation. By 1909, a forroal follow-up system had
been established through the nursing staff and later with social
workers who would monitor patients and home conditions. As the
listing of innovations for Floating (see above) make clear,
service level care and family involvement continued on in the
post-world War II years as well with a number of improvements,
including a "Total Child-Care" philosophy.
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John R. Quarles, the Ropes & Gray lawyer who engineered
the merger in 1965; and
Sidney w. Davidson, William Bingham's New York lawyer
who served in several capacities for the Pratt Clinic
and NEMC.
Women have played an important administrative role at
NEMC for years. Some of the more prominent ones in the
past have included:
Sarah A. Egan, Director of Floating, 1931-1939;
Abbie E. Dunks, Director of the Boston Dispensary,
1950-1965; and
Geneva Katz, Director of Floating, 1951-1965.
More recent (and in many cases still current)
administrators might include Dr. Sheldon M. Wolff,
Franklin Parker, and Dr. Jerome Grossman.
This list could be expanded quite broadly, limited only in
how biographical material might be put to use. Research reveals
comparatively few disappointments. Occasionally, a person's
relationship was less close than commonly assumed. An example of
the this is Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes (Sr.), the 19th-century
Boston physician and well-known poet, for whom the "Holmes
Building" on Bennet Street was named in 1960. Holmes's
connection with the Boston Dispensary was as a "District
Physician" for only one year. Following his term he wrote an
influential letter to the Dispensary's Managers in 1837
suggesting a number of important changes that were, in large
part, implemented during the following two decades. Except for
this brief encounter, Holmes went on to other institutions,
becoming Dean of the Harvard Medical School in the 1850s and
President of the Boston Medical Library in the 1870s.
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Emphasis on service-level care was of course present with
the establishment of the Pratt Diagnostic Clinic. Its central
purpose was to refer patients for surgery or more specia~ized
treatment at area hospitals. service-level care was also of
primary interest to research activities in the Dispensary. Work
on venereal disease, tuberculosis, and syphilis were among the
most prominent. Later on, NECH medical researchers worked on
other problems faced by their patients such as hyperthyroidism
and blood diseases.
NEMC's Historical Heritage Is Releyant
To Present and Future Health Care service
Founders of the Boston Dispensa~y had a strong personal
sense of responsibility (symbolized by the "Good samaritan") and
an aversion to public solutions to health-related problems. In
part, this was a reaction to an 18th-century distaste for
hospitals, which were seen as dumping grounds for the poor, and
which lacked any sense distinction among the decrepit, helpless,
idle, profligate, drunkard, and the "worthy" but sick poor. The
"Advantages" of the Dispensary were, as the founders listed,
three-fold: 1. They could remain with their families in the
sanctity and security of their own homes; 2. They can be
assisted at a cost less expensive than a hospital; and 3. They
can be "comforted without being humiliated" through charity given
in "secret." In many ways, therefore, the Dispensary functioned
like a privately-administered and financed Medicaid program or an
HMO from the very beginning.
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The Dispensary's move to its first permanent facility in
1856 renewed its mission to provide the broadest and least costly
health care possible. That move signalled an important change.
While continuing to service the bedridden poor, the Dispensary
embarked upon a new, more efficient system of providing health
care, the outpatient or ambulatory care clinic. While house
calls continued to grow, clinic visits (as seen in periodic
reportings in the TimeLine suggest) skyrocketed. The Dispensary
met the new challenge by expanding and dividing its medical staff
and creating new functions. To meet the needs of a growing city
and rising number of poor patients the medical staff grew from 14
to 21 physicians within two years and more specialized medical
services were provided. Despite these higher operating expenses,
reorganization made the· organization more cost effective care yet
provided a higher level of service. Between 1853-1854 and 1857
1858, the number of Dispensary patients rose from 3,479 to 15,191
while the cost per patient declined from $1.30 to $.40. The
Dispensary was caring for almost four times the number of
patients at less than one-third the cost for each.
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Throughout its history the Dispensary continued to provide
new services for its local patients. In the late 19th century,
it became a center for vaccination of school children; by the
1910s, its evening clinic provided care for Bostonians too poor
to pay for a private doctor but too wealthy to be regular
Dispensary patients. Again, the focus of this service was as
much on preventative and follow-up work as remedial care.
Another new focus that decade was on nutrition and diet, a
concern new to health care institutions. This theme of ·
developing new services was not limited to the Dispensary, but
existed in the Floating's history and that of the New England
Center Hospital. Indeed, both were established because no other
institution in Boston provided them. In recent years, NEMC has
continued this entrepreneurial tradition, particularly in areas
where it has been historically strong. As health care changes in
the years and decades ahead, NEMC's rich history will continue to
provide powerful analogies and lessons for the new transitions
that must be made.
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AHEAD !rO 1!1!14 AND 1!1U

This Historical Resource Guide and the Timeline move· us one
large step closer toward activities to commemorate the Centennial
of the Floating Hospital in 1994 and.NEHC 1 s bicentennial two
years later. Here, in readily available form, is information
that can be used directly for articles, for themes that can be
developed in longer pieces, and for directions to find material
not readily available at NEMC. TWo long-range objectives, the
Floating Exhibit and the NEMC Annual Report Supplement, will be
greatly enhanced as a result of the background research work
already accomplished.
Even though these are.both "self-help" reports, much might
gained by some continuous and periodic historical consulting.
This seems especially important in planning concrete activities,
such as article writing, where history is an important component.
be

Another. important area that could ben$fit from some
additional consulting activity is a continuation of the
interviewing process already begun. Interviews proved to be an
important source of information in learning more about records,
individuals, and the history of NEMC in Phase One. Still, we
were unable to see a great number of individuals; many others who
could provide further information about NEMC 1 s history were
suggested by those we interviewed. Although no order of
importance is placed on the list that follows, these individuals
were among those identified as potentially useful in a future
round of interviews:
Sidney s. Gellis
Alice Ettinger (if health permits)
Sheldon M. Wolff
Marshal Kriegberg ("Family Participation
Unit," but apparently difficult to
reach)
Mr. Eli Dubinsky
Dr. Henry H. Banks
Dr. John Bowers
Dr. Stephen G Pauker ("public policy" health
care research)
Dr. and Mrs. Seymour Reichlin (Mrs. Reichlin
is daughter of Dr. William Dameshek,
recognized blood specialist)
Dr. Ted McMains (long-time head of pathology)
Dr. Harold Rhinelander (one of the three
original surgeons in NECK)
Paul Perkins (Ropes & Gray)
Ed Hanify (also Ropes & Gray, and former
President of BD)
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
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Franklin Parker (twice acting director of
NEMC)
RoPert Meserve (former Chairman of the Tufts
Board of Trustees and President of the
Floating Hospital)
John Wood (head of merger committee)
Edward LaVine (son-in-law of Dr. Prager,
lawyer, and active in NEMC affairs)
Mrs. Sol W. Weltman (sister of Jacob Ziskind
and a board member)
Mrs. Evelyn Proger
Ms. Karen Tracy
Walter Grace
Or. Anna J. Reinauer (and possibly her
sister), and
Or. Robert S. Schwartz
Ms. Johanna Dwyer.
Interviewees also identified staff members long associated with
the NEMC. While few may be important for interviewing purposes,
they may be useful reso~ce persons. Among those identified
were:
Lorraine McDermott (medical staff; former assistant of
Or. Prager)
Kristine Angoff (BFH Playroom teacher from Peginning,
an important innovation)
Lois Ball (long experience with BFH volunteers which
she heads)
Maryrose Condon (worked for Dr. Kriegberg; first nurse
in BFH "Family Participation Unit")
Ruth Glavey ("might have something to say about old
records and patients")
George Harlow (knowledgeable about the history of NEMC
buildings and history)
Alice Joyce (Floating records--"could tell stories of
the past").
Interviews with some or most of these individuals would be
an important addition to NEMC's Archives, might enhance articles
or stories about NEMC, and would generally add to our knowledge
about NEMC since 1965, which may now be perhaps the least
explored period in its history.
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